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Dr. Woods dies
By STEVE VIED
Special Writer

Dr. Ralph H. Woods , 75, Murray
State University's fourth president, died
at 1:35 p.m. Tuesday in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. His death
was attributed to heart failure by Dr.
Gary Marquardt, the attending
physician.
Dr. Woods had suffered three
coronary attacks since 1967. He had
been hospitalized since Aug. 10 and on
several prior occasions.
Funeral services were held yesterday
at 2 p.m. at the First Christian Church
in Murray. Prior to that, the body lay in
state in the Administration Bldg., one of
the last buildings built while Dr. Woods
was president. Burial followed in the
Wickliffe Cemetery, Wickliffe.
Dr. Woods served as president from
1945 to 1968, almost half of the school's
50-year history.
Dr. Curria Statement

President Curris expressed sadness at
the news of Dr. Woods' death. "His contributions to Murray State University

have so endeared him to those who lives
he has touched that he will long and
fondly be remembered. Speaking for the
entire University community, I wish to
express our deepest condolences to Mrs.
Woods and the family. We stand ready
to assist them in this hour of sorrow."
Chairman of the Murray State Board
of Regenta, H. Glenn Doran, caUed Dr.
Woods, "a man of great stature, ability,
character and leadership." He added
that many buildings on campus " will
stand as monuments to his memory."
While he was president, 41 major
buildings were constructed and older
structures were renovated and additions
made. Enrollment grew from 565 in the
fa ll of 1945 to more than 7,300 in the
fall of 1967, his last semester as
president. The faculty went from 65 to
almost 400 during his years in office.
Struck by Typhoid
Dr. Woods was born June 1, 1898, in
southwest Virginia. He attended Trout
Dale High School and went to Berea
College in Kentucky in hopes of
studying medicine. After a bout with

typhoid fever from which he almost
died, be found that he could not llfford
to become a doctor. He graduated with a
bachelor' s degree in philosophy. In 1921
he entered the University of Kentucky.
He studied to become a vocational
agriculture teacher and graduated in
1923.

Following graduation from UK he
went to LaCenter in Ballard County to
teach agriculture. A year later he
became principal. In 1926 he resigned,
went back to UK and earned his
masters degree in 1927. That fall Dr.
Woods entered Cornell University and
received his doctorate in 1930. He then
returned to the University of Kentucky
as a faculty member.
,
State Appointment

In 1936 Gov. A.B. Chandler appointed
him state director of vocational
education. He held this post until he
made the move to Murray State Univer·
sity nine years later upon the death of
third president, Dr. James H. Rich·
mond.
While serving as Murray's president,

Dr. Woods was honored many times. In
1948 he was sent to Gree<:e by the U.S.

State Dept. to as.c;ist with Tehabilitation
of schools. He was a member of the
White House Conference on Children in
a Democracy in 1939. He served as
president of both the American and
National Association of Vocational
Education. He also served on the Governor's Commission on Higher Education
in Kentucky from 1963 to 1967.
"Man of the Year"

In 1944 he was designated as "Man of
the Year" in Kentucky agriculture. The
Murray Chamber of Commerce honored
him as "Man of the Year'' and "Man of
the Half-Century." Murray State and
Eastern Kentucky University conferred
honorary Doctor of Law Degrees on Dr.
Woods in 1968.
Dr. Woods was a member of the
Disciples of Christ Church and taught
Sunday school for 25 years. He is survived by his widow, Mrs. Elizabeth
Harkless Woods; a daughter, Mrs.
David~· Varble, Jeffersonville, Ind. and
three grandchildren.
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Curris answers questions
in meeting U'ith students
President Constantine Curris
met Monday with students in
the first president-student convocation in three years.
T hP talk session was planned
by the Student Government
Association a nd drew a ha lf·
capuci ty crowd to Lo ve t t
Auditor iu m. Onlv :;tudents
were a llo wed t~ question
Pr esid ent Curris although
11everal faculty members attended.
Student
Government
Association President Dave
Curtis introduced President
Curris and layed down a few
ground rules for questioning,
Two microphones were located
near the stage so that students•
questions could be heard by all.
Some of the more interesting
questions a nd a summary of
President Curris' answer to
each follow :
"I'd like to know why the
women here are treated
irresponsibly and as though
they are not matu re enough
to take care of tbemaelve11."
President Currie: " I hope you
realize how difficult it is for me
to respond to that, because I've
just not been in the same circumstances you have. But I'll
say this much to you, during
the next month I'll be visiting
in the women's dorms and will
talk about particulars with you
at that time."
"What are the chances of
lowering out of state
tuition?"
President Curris : "I think
the chances are very slim. I ' ll
tell you why I think they' re
slim, becaU!lC the tuition rates
in this state are determined bv
the Council on Public Highe~

Edut:ation. This body has
rait~cd tuition rates for out-of.
state students tremendouslv in
the past two years. Hopef;,.lly
they' re not going to raise t hem
anymor e. But I can see nothing
which indicates that they are
going to lower them.
My position is that I am op·
poRed to a tuition roi~e for instate or out-of-state student_q
and will fight it."
"The r e is much talk about
a 8chool of vete rinary
medicine being located here.
Would you support having
a ve terinarian 11chool at
Murray State?"
Pres ident Currie: ''On the
basis of a rather limited
analysis I stand convinced that
there is a need for a school of
veterinary medicino in Kentucky. And I would prefer that
school to be at Murray State
University for several reasons,
one of which is I think we could
do a ver_v good job with it.
''There' s a report coming out
from the Council on Public

IImide the News I
' Notatio114'i4 alive on.d well in
Murray. PoKe 2
A. neu• proposal to split
&utern and Wt>Btt'm Kt>ntuclty
on.d tht' re•t of the Ohio Valley
Confereru:e i4 revit>wt>d i.n 'Fire
on.d Fallbaclr.' Pa8e 22
" What did ;you say, coach? "
Find out from Cal Luther. Pa8e 7
Nt>wi ...._ ....." ....................... J-3, 15·17
Editoria/ ...........................................4·6
Ftature-........." .......-.................. 12·13
CampUII Lift> ............- .....~...- ....6· 11
Sporu ..- ........................".............20·24

Higher Education in October. I
don't" know what that repor t's
going to say. Some people hove
indicated to us that the repor t
is going to suggest that it would
be too expensive a n operation
for the state of Kentucky to
engage in . If it's axed there,
then there won't be a school of
veteri narian
med icine
anywhere in the state of Kentucky. I'm going to look very
carefully at what that report
says and then we' ll see what
we' re going to do next.''

Dr. Ralph H. Woods

13 offices filled

Frosh elect Floyd president
Kevin Floyd, Clinton, was
elected president of the freshman class in Student Government Association elections held
Tuesday.

Jeff Green, Hickman, was
elected pres ide nt of the
sophomore class. There were
584 votes ca st in the elections
to fill 13 offices.

Freshman President
Flo,Yd ................................... 283
O'Daniels .......................... 168
Taylor ..................................53
Travis ...................................49

Freshman Secretary

Freshman Vice President
J:Juckley ............................... 148
Wells ............... ~................... J25
Flynn ................... - .........- .. 102
Wyatt.............................. .... lOO
Vietch ...................................57
Freshman Treasurer
Mann ..................................292
Harrison ...............................87
Geurin ...................................8l
Schalk ...................................58

Lovett ................................. 297
Johnson ..............................208

F r esh man Representative
Erwin ..................................278
Ronanack ...........................250
Garrison .~ .......................... 23 1
Harrell................................ 221
Spann .................................. 221
Ra dford .............................. l96
Travis ................................. l 74
Merriweather .................... 134
Grahm ................................l l 6
Grasham ...............................79

Kerry Buckly, Kevil, was
elected
freshman
vice·
president ; Vickie Mann,
Hopkinsville, treasurer and
Regina
Lovett, Murray,
secretary.
Ann Erwin, David Garrison
and Ken Harrell, all from
Murray and Gloria Romaneck,
Paducah, were elected freshman class representatives.
Other vacated offices filled in
Tuesday's elections included
seniOJ' representative, Nancy
Curtis. Bob Hatcher, Owensboro; Debbie Jarodsky,
Naples, Fla.; and Dan Anderson, Madisonville, were
elected graduate representatives.
Kevin Floyd and Ann Erwin,
the freshman representative,
will :~erve on the Student Activities Board and Student
Senate.
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Let your fingers do the ualking

MSU alumni computer files compiled
Computer files on approximately 18,000 of MSU' s
20,000 graduates have been
bound, alphabetized, and made
available
to
campus
organizations and department
chairmen, as well as to the
deans of men and women.
In
discussing
the
achievement, Mancil ViMon,
director of alumni affairs and
newly-appointed
special
presidential asRistant, expressed pleasure lhat. the outdated stencil machine and card
system has been replaced .
"Prior to this time,'' he said,
"it was rather difficult to
provide such a service to the
campus. Not only has the computer method eliminated the
tedious hand•preparation of
mailing lists, but we can now
retrieve
information
by
categories."
The alumni office staff began
to transfer dalll from office
records to computer center
files in lhe Busines.c;; Bldg. in
1970. Vinson said that he and
three full time employees, Sandra Hogers, Margaret White,
and Ruth Hughes (secretary,
record" clerk, and bookkeeper,
respectively) were able to
devote themselves only parttime to the taRk, since they
were simultaneously fulfilling
their regular duties.
Mrs. Hughes, "In terms of
man hours, the program's in-

novation has proven rather expensive, but it will be worth it
in the long run." Vinson agreed
that it will save in both time
and money.
Those concerned with the
types of information given may
be assured that the files contain no potentially explosive
facts. Vinson said that the files
will be protected and restricted
solely to constructive campus
use. Insurance companies or
mailing firms, for example, will
not have access to the dllta.
A typical file lists the
following coded information :
alumni number, current addreSl;, marital status, spouse's
name and date of graduation
(if from MSU). alumna's or
alumnus' graduation date,
major or area of study, degree
received, place and address of
employment, sorority or fraternity affiliations, total amount
of contribution, and whether
the graduation is a veteran and
has active or inactive status.
To be considered active, the
graduate must. have paid annual membership fees. .Rat.es
are $5 per !lingle membership
for a year, $8 for the yeur'R
dues for the graduate llnd his
or her spouse, $75 for the
graduate's lifetime, and $100
for the couple's lifetimt.! membership. In return, the subscriber receives the weekly
Murray State News and th~

Students' interest, work
keep 'Notations' alive
"Notations is alive and
well," according to Or. Charles
Daughaday, associate professor
of English.
The literary magazine is
being helped out of its financial
difficulties with a commitment
by Sigma Sigma Sigma, a campus social !lorority. They have
promised to sell the present
copies of Notations. This commitment will enable a fifth
issue of Notations to be
published next .!lpring.
Responsibility for future
Notations has been turned
over to students interested in
the magazine. Their dutie11 will
require planning an editorial
board to review all manu~:~Cripts
submitted, magazine layouts,
and advertising.
Under the faculty advisory of
Or. Oaughaday, .Jeanie Burnet.t, a junior from Paducah,
has been elected as editor·inchief, and Kathy Northington,
a sophomore from Murray, aa
managing editor.
The student editorial board
will consist of 12 reviewing
editors, three for each area in
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fiction, prose, poetry and artwork. According to Miss Burnett, there are still positions
open on the board for any interested students.
Manuscripts and artwork are
now being accepted and may be
submitted to Room 78-3,
seventh floor of Faculty Hall,
or through campus mail c/o Or.
Charles Daughaday, English.
Notations welcomes prose,
fiction, poetry, artwork and
other creative manuscripts submitted from Murray State
students and faculty, local
Murray residents and per~>ons
inside or out of the state.

MRS. MARGARET WHITE, foreground, and
Mrs. Ruth Hughes, both of the office of
alumni affairs, work on the new alumni file.
The process, located in the Business Bldg .. is
quarterly Alumnus Magazine.
The alumni office regularly
sends out tracers to the last
known addresses of "missing"

available for the use of all campus
organizations in keeping tht-ir alumni records
up to date.

graduates. When they receive
replies, they forward the information to the computer center, where the proper keys are

punched. Weekly update sheets
will contribute to the efficiency
of the new method.

Job opportunities outlined
at communication me~ting
'l'he annual meeting of the
Kenluckv Association for Communication Arts State Convention was held at Kenlake
Hotel, Sept. 20-22. The convention was promoted to improve teaching in the communication fields of speech,
journalism, and theater arlc;.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the
MSU
communications
dept.,
presided over the convention
as
KACA
president.
According to
Mofield, some 60 speech,
theaU>r, broadcast, and journalism
teachers
from
throughout the state were in attendance.
Principal consultants for the
conference were Loyd Meeker
and Barbara Zinn, organizers
of a firm which makes
arrangements for student.c; to
become exposed to professional
experiences in the communication fields.
The theme of the conference
was "Jobs for Communication
Students." This program
outlined job opportunities

Wild R aspberry 1s
having a sale to
make more room for
t h e new excitin g
Oiillllf gifts arriving daily.
All M arL a n e ceramics I/4 off.
napkins,

tertainment during the Friday
night. banquet. The program
wal; entitled, ' 'Poetry in
Motion."
:Murray State president, Dr.
Constantine Curri.c;;, spoke to
the group on Saturday morning,

Students involved in wreck,
Debra McHolland, 17, dies
An automobile crash !aU>
Friday night resulted in the
death of a 17-year-old Murray
State student, Debra Ann
McHolland. The car M iss
McHolland and five other MSU
students were riding in crashed
at the intersection of Hwy. 614
and Lakeview Drive.
James P. Perkins, Route 5,
Murray, was the driver.
Passengers were Keith Todd,
Marion; Coleen Morse, John C.
Baker and Debra Ann
McHolland, all of Valley
Station and Su!lan Collins,
Syracu!IC, N.Y.
Miss McHolland died Wed-

nesday morning in Lourdes
Hospital , Paducah. The cause
of death was listed as head injuries. Keith Todd and Coleen
Morse were also injured. Todd
was transferred to Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah with a
fractured leg. Miss Morse was
rel~ased from Calloway County
Hospital in the care of her
parents.
According to police, the car
traveling at a high rate of
speed, left lhe highway after
hitting a bump in the road. The
vehicle, a 1971 VW station
wagon, then crashed and overturned.
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available within the various
communication industries.
Special interest JJrograms
were also held in the areas of
teaching speech, theater, and
mass communications.
The MSU Reader's Theater,
directed by Polly Zanetta, instructor of speech, provided en-
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Strohecker fills vacated
libraries director position
"The library needs to work
on more of a one to one basis
with the student," stated Dr.
Edwin C. Strohecker , acting
director of University libraries
in a recent interview. Dr.
Strohecker is filli ng the
position vacated by Dr. Charle."'
Hines.
Before coming to Murray
State, Dr. Strohecker headed
t he department of library
science, gr aduate dept., at
Spalding College in Louisville
where he was instrumental in
starting a program to train
elementary school librarians.
At Louisiana State Univer·
sity, in 1958, Dr. Strohecker
and one colleague set up a
library in a U. S. Navy hanger.
"When we started," he · ex·
plained, "we didn't even have a
pencil." While at Louisiana
State, Dr. Strohecker also ser·
ved as head of tech nical ser·
vices and processes.
During his stay at Kent State
University, he developed a lab
collection of children's booka
and aet up the library of the
North West School District,
Canal Fulton, Ohio.
· Dr. Strohecker worked in t he
math ematics • economics
library and was head of the
School of Education Library, at
the University of Michigan. He
also taught library science at
East Teus University, and was
the reference librarian at Gettysburt, Penn.
Dr. Strohecker received his
BS from Kutzton State
College, Pennsylvania, his MA

P..ea
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Ca~ndar

TODAY
Movie: "Assignment to Kill," University School Auditorium,
7:30p.m.

"I have made a contract with

Murray State Racers vs. Morehead State, 7:30 p.m., Roy
Stewart Stadium.
MO NDAY, OCT. 1
Meeting for all clubs, organizations, fraternities, and
sororities who want to participate in the Homecoming events,
6:30 p.m., room 3 of Stud ent Union Bldg.
Freshman cheerleader try.outs. 6:30 p.m. Carr Health Bldg.
lobby.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 3
Student Government meeting, room 4 of SUB.
THURSDAY, OCT. 4
FDEA Seminar in SUB Ballroom.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 29, 1973
Student Government sponsored dance. Hester Hall parking
lot after the game. Music pr ovided by Clap Hands Here Comes
Charlie

Spring loan forms
must be in Oct. 15

DR. EDWIN STROHECKER, new director of the libr ary, is
shown making plans for his new poeition with his secretary,
Mrs. J une Whitford. Dr. Strohecker assumed the d uties to
replace Dr. Charles Hinds who resigned to work at the state
level.
from George Peabody College, progra m that would teach
Tennessee, and his Ph.D. from students how to use the resourApplications for the National
the University of Michigan in ces available to them, their Direct Student Loan or the
library science and geography. location and the information Nursing
Stu dent
Loa n
"We need to make the they contain. But I want to go programs for the spring
Library more accessible and one step further and help semester must be in by Oct. 15.
provide for more research," Dr. students on a one to one basis
Students wh ose loans
Strohecker continued. "Often to become aware of the resour· covered only the fall semester
we get too wrapped up in cea available in their own sub- or those applying for the first
organization and forget to ject areas.
time must turn in applications.
teach. I'd like to initiate a

pected as far as the cafeteria is
concerned aa stores of food
have been set aside for this pur·
pose. If the beef shortage per·

sists, Dyer feels sure that the
nutritious value can be sub·
stituted with so-called synthetic
products from soy beans and

Discussion held on forensics;
program aired on channel 11

the students and no prices in
meal tickets and meals in the
Winslow Cafeteria will be
altered, at least for the remainDr. Jerry Mayes, Mrs. Polly
der of the semester," says Joe Zanetta, and Dr. James Biggs,
Oyer, chairmen of food services.
However,
prices
have all members .of 'the Murray
• State speech department held a
been increased in the Hart Hall
brief discussion on for ensics, on
snack bar and in the Thorough·
MSU's channel 11 television
bred Room in the Student
last week.
Union Bldg. These prices are
Dr. Mayes described forenstill much lower than in other
sics as a combination of three
restuarants in the area.
things, the flrst being theatre
"The criticalness of the food arts which Polly Zanetta com·
shortage nation wide is over mented on. Dr. Biggs replied on
emphasized," stated Dyer the second topic, discussion ;
while stressing, "It's not as and Dr. Mayes replied on the
critical as the food prices them- third topic, debate.
Mayes stated that the
selves."
discussion had two basic funcDyer said that, for the tions: it would enlighten people
moment, no beef shortage is ex- about forensics and it would

destroy myths which many
people believe about t he art. He
said that often people get all
three items confused .
First there bas to be
creativity; second, discussion
and third, debate. All three
work together and complement
each other, he stated. If one
link is broken, the learning
process fa ils. Dr. Biggs stated
that to be a good debator you
must be good in discussion
because they work in unison.
The speech department plana
to be very active this year. Dr.
Mayes reports the first debate
tou rnament will be held Oct. 46 at Middle Tennessee.

HAMBURGERS for

Buy one & get one

30

with coupon
(Expires October 4)

BURGER CHEF

Lastly, Mr. Dyer said, "My
personnel are doing the very
best job possible in preparing
meals for 2000 students a day
and I make no apologies whatsoever for the quality of the
food that is served."

Welcome Students
(again)
Bring your T.V.'s and Stereo's to
us for repair, for fast efficient
service.

¢

FREE

redeemable a t Murray
Mayfield

"My
entire
service
organization is concerned with
doing quality work for anyone
who is involved in the cafeteria.
However, the food service
depar tment was set up mainly
to serve the student!! since they
are more dependent on the
cafeteria than most of the
faculty and staff members.''

Regular $2.99---N ow 2 for $5.00

JCOUPON SPECIAL)

2

other type derivatives. If it
becomes neces~ary to substitute
some foods due to shortage,
this is not expected to have any
affect on the student body.

Applicants must be enrolled for
at least one·half the normal
credit load to the eligible.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student fmancial aid, started
that students who have been
given loa ns for the 1973-74
academic year need not apply.
The National Direct Student
Loan, awarded on the basis of
fmancial need and academic
promise, is repayable over a 10
year period. Loans can be fully
or partially canceled for full·
time teachers in special
education or in a designated
poverty area. Students who
continue their education or
become involved in military,
Peace Corps or VISTA service
can also be given repayment
deferments.
Nursing loan applicants must
establish a financial need and
be enrolled in the nursing
curriculum. Up to 85 percent of
the loans, repayable on a 10
year schedule, may be canceled
if the student becomes a fulltime professional nurse in a
public or other non-profit
private agency, institution or
organization. Deferments are
also granted to those who enter
the military service or return to
school.
Students needing more in·
formation or applications
should con tact the Student
Financial Aid Office in the Administration Bldg.

Special on 8-Track Tapes

Clip & Redeem

HELPWANTE
Do you need to help a
husband, student? Earn
$1,000-$1,500 from now to
Dec. lat. No collecting, No
delivering, No cash investment
and
weeki
PAYchecks
Playhouse Toy Co. - Cal
Nancy Frick 527-7233

I

SATURDAY, SEPT. 29

Food prices not to increase this term;
no beef shortages expected on campus
Murray State students eating
at Winslow Cafeteria will not
be affected by the current food
shortage and resulting increased food prices for this
semester.

of events

.

n,. a

CoAt•

"We truly appreciate your
business,stop in and Browse
Around.''

a

T.V. Service Center
central Shopping Center
"near the Krocer Store"

753-5865
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MSU women-"We'd rather fight than switch!"
Two beds, that's all just two. change allowed for unrestricted can't handle the situation. Were this
They're empty, but they seem to be hours to affect all women's dorms as not the case, there would be 1,402
the central issue. Or rather, it's the demand increased. Thus, if the cards filed instead of around 500.
where the beds are and when one 1,402 women now living in Univer- Contrary to popular belief, comsity housing presented permission pletion of this card does not
has to be in them.
The where is in the women's cards to the dean of women today, blacklist the young woman with the
residence halls: Clark, Springer, hours would cease to exist in Clark, local ministry.
Granted, the current demand each
Woods, Elizabeth, Hester, and Woods. Springer, Hester, and
Regents. The when is midnight, 2 Elizabeth on Monday. But they semester is greater than Regents can
a.m. or whenever you nod off, depen- won't be presented, so hours will accomodate. But it is usually less
ding on where you live.
remain. Apathy abounds. Who cares than 100 women who are unable to
secure a room in Regents. If subNow these two beds a re in if nobody cares?
Regents Hall, whi~h has proven itTrue, these permission card are a stitute housing proves unacceptable,
self to be mora Jly sound and hassle. But either these women they remain on the list and eveneconomically feasible. The right don't want to take advantage of the tually move in. What if this demand
people have voiced nothing but options involved with unrestricted tripled? Clark H all is next. It has
praise for the success and example hours or else their parents feel they quarters for 285 women so a
exhibited by this project. Of the 392
available beds, 390 are now in use, if
use is the correct word. Two are not.
It's not unusual because these 392
'11/ll""'"fl,,,,
beds are in big demand. In demand
because it doesn't matter what time
you fall, stumble, or climb into
them. The gripe here being that it
does matter in the other girls' dormitories.
If you live in Regents you come in
when you feel like it, which is the
way it should be. If you live in one of
the other girls' dorms you come in at
midnight five nights
week and 2
a.m. the other two. Why? Because
you have t,o? Nope. It's because you
want to.
Yes, it's true. Like the man says,
the figures do not lie. Every year
about this time the bitching and
moaning begins over women's
hours. These hours are oppressive,
discriminatory, and altogether unnecessary. This is also true, but it
doesn't have to be. MSU students
Jive under the conditions they
des_erve.
The fact is that the women's
dor ms could have 100 percent
unrestricted hours tomorrow if more
than the 390 women of Regents Hall
demanded it. The Board of Regents
.r eally cleaned up its act back in
1971 when a policy change opened
the no-hour doors of Regents. This

rEIRCTJVB j II II
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In Memor1am

With all the celebrations of
Murray State's 50th anniversary,
especia lly this week's events
recognizing those in the first class,
somehow the man who served most
of the latter part of Murray's 50
years seems overshadowed.
His death Tuesday reminded
those within the University, the
town and the region that Dr. Ralph
H. Woods played a very large, vital
role in the story of Murray State
University.
While he was president from 1945
until his retirment in 1968, Murray
had its period of greatest growth-both in faculty and students and in
physical campus size.
These numbers alone pay tribute
to his term as head of the institution. The faculty grew from 65
to 400, the student body from 400 to
6,500 and the campus increased by
some 41 buildings.
However, these statistics do not
rea lly describe the work of the man.
T all, distinguished-look ing, Dr.
Woods tirelessly labored a t the task
of making Murray State the " friendliest and most beautiful campua in

the South." He would often be seen
touring the campus, checking the
buildings and inquiring as to what
needed to be done.
He was available in h is office in
what is now the journalism
classroom in Wrather Hall and
seemed to enjoy having students
drop in to talk about Murray. He
was, perhaps, MSU's best promoter.
Still, with all his devotion to the
University, Dr. Woods found time to
make a significant contribution in
the civic field. He was a long-time
member of the Rotary Club and at
one time served as the district governor of the Rotary International.
Yet, he was probably best known
in the west Kentucky area as a great
friend of the Boy Scouts. After his
retirement as president of Murray
State, he was president of the Four
R ivers Council of the Boy Scouts.
At the age of 70 he showed the
same fire a nd determination of his
early life as he drove to raise the
money needed to support the Boy
Scout organization. His efforts to
make sure the youngsters in west
Kentucky kept their scout program

Dr. Ral ph H. Woods

reasonable number of requests
would make it an unrestricted hours
dorm next semester. But this is
unlikely.
Every year 1\ince its opening, the
demand for Regents has diminished.
A look through the fall 1974 dorm
applicants fmds less than one in five
women specifically requesting
Regents as first choice. And as it
turns out, Regents always has
several vacancies at the end of each
semester.
Murray State's dorm policy is in a
continuous state of progress. It was
one of the first three universities to
put a telephone in every dorm room.
And it was the first university in the
cou ntry to supply cabl evision
~acilities to each room.
Will there be a nother open-hours
dorm? Yes, ther e will be five more.
Just ask. And if you think your
request is falling on deaf ears, try
yelling. You never know exactly
what you can do until you try.

;'Rah, Rah,
Sis Boom
Baht"

It's a good thing that Murray has
had a winning football team. If not,
the cheerleaders would find themselves a solitary voice in crowded
Roy Stewart Stadium.
And that's not because nobody's
yelling because they are. It's just
that nobody is in unison with the
cheerleaders.
One must consider the originality
of the cheers in looking for a reason.
"Go Big Blue" and "We Don't Mess
Around" hardly inspire a response
from the crowd. In junior high, they
might have gotten a big scream; in
high school possibly a slight ripple;
in college; nothing.
In fact, at times organized
cheering is disrupting. Take that
strategic moment as the Racers are
about to score the touchdown that
' will provide a nother "miracle in
Stewart Stadium" as the radio announcer said last Saturday. All of a
sudden the crowd gets " Whomp 'em
upside the h ead" froJ!l the
cheerleaders. Now that's a nnoying.
The lack of enth usiasm for
organized noise is not necessarily
the fault of the cheerleaders.
Although their repertoire is a bit
lacking in originality, the concept is
outmoded as well. Most students
would rather provide their own
vocals than be led, as is obvtous by
their lack of response. In fact, the
only people that follow along
regularly are the fraternities out for
that all-important Spirit Award.
Tradition is fine and even
desirable. However, when tradition
becomes a detriment it must be
studied, reevaluated or even discontinued.

is still talked about in this area.
Perhaps, though, Dr. Woods is .:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;J
remembered by many of those who
knew him for his ability to insert
common sense and humor into those
Mum~Y State University
situations that really needed it. This
11 1 wu- .....
609
Stat*'
best may be shown by a statement
Munwy, ICJ. 42071
he made in the a lways present
discussion on the merits of the IU-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii&iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii£1
,..... MURRAY STATE NEWS 111 prepared and -.!itod by
"PhD." Dr. Woods allowed that " if the joumal- otudrnto uad« the ad•IRnidp ol Or- R*rt
,.,. otroc~al publication ol Murray !llale
a person had a little common sense MtGaulhey.
Univenoity t. publlahed - b Froclay Ia tlw fall and """,.
before he started on it, a PhD ntwpl holldaya. •IOC8tiotla and •••"' claya
Opin'- n...-.d 1 111 thooe ol -.!iton or other •ICnad
wouldn' t hurt him at all."
....... ,.,_. .......loaa clo- - r i l y ..,._t 1M ......
ol doe jolamal-. f.aalty or the UnivlonoiiJ
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lA look at the Board-By JAYNE CLARK
Special Wrlter

Editor's note: This is the
second in a series takifl8 a look
at the Murray State Board of
Regents, their positions,
backgrounds and ideas.

Because he was delivering a
baby at the time, Dr. Charles E.
Howard, of the Murray State
University Board of Regents,
was late for his Board meeting
as a newly appointed member
five years ago.
Appointed in 1968, Dr.
Howard was one of the
youngest board members. He
was 35. After five vear!', in
which he has not u"iis~ed or
been late for another Board

meeting, he has had reap·
pointed for another four year
term.
Howard, residing in Mayfield
with his wife, Fran, and their
eight year old son, graduated
from Mayfield High School. He
is a loyal MSU alumnus and a
member of the Murray State
Sigma Chi social fraternity. He
received his BS in chemistry at
Murray and went on to the St.
Louis University Medical
School.
Howard became interested in
becoming a doctor after being
drafted into the Army Medical
Corp. He worked as a chemist
and was discharged about two
years later with the rank of
Sergeant. He is now associated
with the Mayfield Community
Hospital as a general prac·
titioner.
As a big sports fan, one of
Howard's special interests
became the construction of the

Pace 5

Dr. Charles E. Howard

new MSU stadium. Besides
cheering for the Racers, be is
interested in fishing and
playing golf.
Howard believes in becoming
involved with the communitv.
He exhibits this by being ·a
member of the Mayfield Rotary
Club, President of the Gr aves
County Medical Society and
past director of the J. U. Kevil
Foundation, which deals with
mental health and the mentally
retarded.
To be on a Board of Regents,
Kentucky law require!! that one
to be a resident of Kentucky, 21
years old and registered to
vote. Besides fulfilling these
requiremenUI, he feels that his
interest in education, his
regional location and his love
for Murray had a great deal of
influence .in his being chosen as
a member of the Board. He
views his appointment as an
"honor and responsibility.' '

Letters to the editor
Cycling .. .

when approaching the lights at
Chestnut and 16th it is virtually impossible. Motorists
don't want bicycles in the traf.
fic lane--which is where they
must be if they are to cross
Chestnut to get to the dorms
and married housing. Should
cyclists continue to try to cross
with the traffic, or give in and
cross with pedestrians?
Finally, the parkinJ situation
for bicycles is gettmg worse.
More bike racks are needed on
the hill. Is anything being done
about this?

associate himself with very
many of the.<Je and still fulfill
his study and research respon·
sibilities.
If the statement under consideration bemoans the fact
that Murray is not filled with
saloons, gyp joints and night
clubs you have a point.
Actually, Murray is not
obligated to amuse and entertain students or faculty
members.

Editor:
As a newcomer to the bikeriding scene, I think some of
the cyclists problems and
suggestions should be aired.
There are definitely more
bikes to be found on the
Murray campus this year.
However, many pedestrians
and motorists fail to consider
the cycli!lt as they go to and
from class. Please look before
You are correct that Murray
you cross a street--even if you
is
not perfect but please
don't hear any cars. A cyclist
reassess your accusation that
must ride so close to parked
"night activities" are virtually
cars to avoid getting crushed by
Marcia Rutland
nonexistent.''
traffic, that a student suddenly
looming up in front of him is
Wayne M. Williams
disastrous! Also remember that
Associate Professor
Camp us activi ties
most bicycles have hand
Dept. of Educational
brakes. And many cyclists, like
Services
me, are new to them. It is very Editor:
difficult to come to a quick stop
Your first edition for the
if the brakes are wet. (I'm sure
1973-74 school year was exStudent center ..
you've noticed that Murray is
cellent in its coverage. I ap·
noted for its rain.) So, please
preciate the efforts your staff
don't suddenly cr088 the street
Editor:
makes.
in front of me. I observe your
In t he first issue of the school
An item included in your
rights as a pedestrian at the statement on page five disturbs paper there was an article encrosswalks, so please observe me. This statement,
or couraging students to utilize
mine as a bicyclist elsewhere.
the new student activities
something similar to it, is
Bicyclists are required to obbuilding, Or dway Hall. Well, I
usually made by someone every
serve all traffic r ules. However,
year. I refer to the statement tried. Wednesday night at 8
p.m. t here were six persons
"night time activities in
Editor's Note:
watching television and
a re
vir tually
T h e MU RRAY STATE Murray
stud ying when a certain
NEWS we lcom es any le ttere, nonexistent." It is beyond this organizat ion arrived and inreader
to
understand
bow
any
articl es, c artoons and p icformed us that we had to leave
t ures fro m U nive reity person as responsible as a news because the entire lobby was
editor
could
make
such
a
e tud e n ta,
fa c ulty
a nd
reserved for their "use."
statement. rve lived in Murray
alumni.
I was t hen informed that
twenty
years
and
have
worked
Letters to the E d itor may
organizations could reserve the
be no loneer th a n 250 wo rds, on the MSU campus twelve .lobby for private use anytime.
type d and d o uble -apaced. years and can see no May J suggest they use the
All letter s mu.t be eiped or justification for s uch a meetings rooms in the Stud ent
they will no t be published. statement. In my inquiries, I Union Building and a llow the
Upon r eaeonable r e quest , find this statement is usually entire student body to utilize
na m es can be withheld in made to belittle or degrade and the Student Services Building
the speaker wants to call atpublication.
instead of a select few. In my
T he NEWS bas the r ieht to tention to his "big city'' ex- opinion, this is a sorry ap·
chanee the le tte re to con- per ience and worldly travels.
proach to get students to utilize
I contend that any fulltime
form to it8 etyl'e, but every
the new facility. But, after four
effort will be ma d e to leave student enrolled in MSU that years at MSU, I admit that it is
m ean i n g
a nd
c onte n t adequately attend s to his staying in tradition by allowing
una ltered . We r eserve the academic responsibilities can- Greeks and more popular
right to reject lettere for not possibly attend or par- organizations to run the univerticipate in a ll the available
reasons o f libe l or tas te.
sity.
Guest ar iclee may be from "night" activities." Think of the
Don't you think it is about
260 to 76(, word e and will athletic events · varsity and intime
the plain ordinary student
follow th e same etandarde tramural ; fine arta programs had a little voice in how his/her
music.
drama,
art;
fraternity
a s Letter s to the Ed itor.
campus is oper ated.
Camera buffs and ear- and sorority activities - social
and
honorary;
professional
club
toonieta may a lso s ubmit
Jim Stiles
wor k to the NEWS. All pic- meetings; religious affiliation
and
workshop
opportunities
tures muat be black a nd
white a nd clear and sharp. during the week or on
1
Cartoons sh ou ld be s ub- weekends; opportunities for 1
I
mitted on h eavy, w h ite work with civic and social clubs I
in the community.
pa per.
Now really, what few honor
De adline for entry is Mo nd ay noon be fo r e th e Friday students, not to mention the
Holland Drugs
less capable students, could
publishing date.
~-------------.
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Dr. Char l es Howard
Board member!; get no pay for
their services and the bond
holding them together iR service
to the University and the
student body.
Although the overall concept
of a University Board of
Regents is usually unfavorable
in most students eyes, Howard
feels the relation~hip the Board
has with the Murray students is
good. He talks personally with
students often and feels he has
established a good person to
person friendship with those he
knows.
·
A believer in a "period of orderly growth" for the University, Howard expresses a feeling
of concern when he says that on

a larger campus the student
relationship and individuality
would be lost. But be sees
enrollment drop as a definite
problem for the future. Because
of Murray's location, out-ofstate tuition rates, and limits
on the number of out-of-state
11tudents the University can accept, enrollment will drop and
another problem of empty
dorms will develop.
Making dorm life more attractive is a way he hopes to ttll
them. But he stated that he
would not vote for an entirely
no-hours policy for girls' dormitories if the issue came up. If
enough interest was shown to
make filling up two residence
halls feasible a chance might
result.
Dr. Howard said Dr. Curris
should be a great aide in
recruiting students. With the
new president projecting the
appearance of a young-minded
school, a new spirit should
grow.
Howard expressed a desire to
see Murray as more of a
training school. "Being able to
use knowledge instead of just
teach it is very important," he
said.
Finally Dr. Howard would
like to see a strengthening of
the academic program. He feels
this could be achieved bv concentrating on programs ai.ready
initiated and not br anching out
to many different programs.

Sport Coats
Shirts
Baggies
Shoes
See us lor all flOUr
Clotltlag Neea

THE COLLEGE SHOP

____________________________
Across from MSU Library

_,

I

HUNGRY BEARPANCAKE
&

BAR BQ HOUSE
Try our famous omelettes
& delicious plates
Ham & Cheese
Bacon & Cheese
Sausage & Cheese
Bar BQ Pia tes
Bar BQ Chicken
Hamburger Steaks

•

Breakfast served all day

Plate lunches 10:30

AM

until closing

.

.
--~-------------------------~
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Election day's campaigning
offers reason for chaos
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Sp~clal

Writer

It was going to be a lost
cause.
You knew it from the first instant your feet hit the floor
ear ly in the morning for that
repulsive chemistry clas.'l.
When you bopped up the
hill. . .everything was con·
firmed because there were a
dozen or so sharply dressed,
hopeful MSU bodies who were
seeking office. Election day is
the one day of the year when
you can literally pester, poke,
plead, and pamper someone to
tears and have an excuse.
It's not that democracy is a
bad thing or voting is an
unrewarding exper ience. . . but
the foreplay to the event sours
the minds of m~ny who nor·
mally would exercise their
right.
Traveling in front of the SUB
used to be an impossibility for
even the president until
someone passed a reform which
made it illegal for campaigners
to be within a certain number
of feet from the doorway.
Of course, that action only
increases the furor of the
politicing since hopefuls fear
that the voters won't realize
they're running unless they
phy11ically touch them or
scream in their faces.
Walking from the dorm to
the Administration Bldg. I was
ftrst startled when walking by a
guy, only to have him ehove a
candidate card under my nose
when he was alongside of me.

I thought I'd finally made it
Down in front of the Garr
Hea lth Bldg., a sweet young when I reached the library, but
thing a wiggled towards me with an old buddy from my fresh·
a Cheshire cat grin, a skirt man dorm turned traitor and
which would've done justice to ran for representative. He gave
a tropical island's climate, and me 10 minutes of his
a fistful of brightly colored qualifications, a placecard, a
"VOTE" ribbons and buttons. slap on the back, and a wistful
After bending closely forward look!
with her pitch, she retreated for
The only way I could think to
another victim after I had been really escape all of the
pinned.
pre~:~surcs of election time either
is to politely accept everything
The smart dudes think they offered and listen to every
can avoid the ambushes by speal. . .or to viciously plot
using one of the rear doors to revenge and seek office myself
the SUB...but to no avail since next semester!
there are spies from the office
Hey buddy, have you got a
seekers everywhere.
second? I'm running for
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The cast for "The Ugly
Duckling'',
University
Theatre's touring show was
announced yeste r day by
student director Randy Powell.
Powell. a senior from Benton
is a theatre arts major, and is
currently enrolled in advanced
directing under Robert E.
Johnson, chairman of theatre
arts.
Members of the cast include:
Wayne Bri.tton, Mansfield ,
Ohio; Ed Odom, Paducah;
Kathy Young, Mt. Mammouth,
N.J.; Ru th An n Ramage,
Houston, Texas; Rick Veitch,
Rockford, Ill.; Felicia Farmer,

Vienna, Ill.; and Brad
Holbrook, Lexington.
Kay Threlkeld, a senior
theatre arts major from Ver·
sailles, is designing the show.

to
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Serving
The group will tour high
schools the week of Oct. 22-30.
The final performance will be
given in the University T heatre
Oct. 30. This play will be included in the season ticket,
along with three other productions this semester. Season
tickets may be purchased from
Sock and Buskin members, or
by contacting the t heatre arts
office.

:~11

Ann Thunnon (Alpha r;;,.,... Alpha!, Murrsy,
tn Riok l'ark jAifJho Tau Om•J•I. Murrav.

Connie l':d...U., Pod!K'IIh, lo Dan Ranoard
!Alpha Tau Om<'&at, Murrav.

your music needs ...

TV's
Components
Guitars
Electric Pianos

Records· Topes
Sheet Music
Tope Recorders
Banjos

JDixieland
~ 8 Music Center
Shopping Center Chestnut Street

RED H(bT SPECIAL!
Big Hamburger Steak

Pu.
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""'""'"
Rnntta

.Jantre llrat·o• Utlev. ·l•fr•r...,nvillt. hul, tn
MtdUiel 1'.-o~tt Hamoltcon. Murro)'

Cast for touring show
named by Randy Powell

lih"m Olov•r, Pronc.ron, h> l!oll t'lelthor 11'1
Ka(ltul Alpha). l''rh'c't:!U'''

Regular $1.80

October 2 & 3

Char-broiled, Served with French Fries, Cole Slaw, & Hot

PALACE

753-7992
tVisit our game room'

R~lls

$1.39
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did you say coach?'

Football terminology defined
8y SHERRY NEWMAN
Assistant Campus
Life Editor

Photo by Keary Caiman

Coach Cal Luther
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Cal Luther, athletic director
at Murray State, and aR his introduction implied, "the Bobby
Riggs of Murray," was the
UCM luncheon speaker this
Wednesday.
Luther devoted his speech to
totally confuse the audience, by
explaining some coaching terminology. His speech was quite
appropriately entitled, ) What
did you say coach?"
Coach Luther's opening
statements were very in ·
formative as to the fall sports
program at Murray this year.
Along with the obvious football
program, Murray supports a
fall baseball, soccer, men and
women's tennis, and women's
volleyball program.
As for the terminology explanation, Coach Luther· used
an interview with the mythical
coach of "Western Hopkinllville
University" as an example of
the sports expressions used to
confuse the interviewer and the

FOR 8 AU: l.alw vi- hit on Krntud<\' Lake
Krniano Shnr,.. Lnl "'"' )4 5 0 front, 277:;
lt"'![lh l'hono • ~r. .r,f1.~7

coach talks of such plays as the
"umbrella defense", evidently
used during the "wet season."
He also spoke of his free safety
which as Coach Luther translated, must be the opposite ()f
one who receives pay. He also
commented that safeties were
coming at a high price this
season.
The WHU coach also spoke
highly of his quarterback and
"tar player, Fred Fumbles, who
"plan.c; to give his best to the
purple and orange." Coach
Luther neglected to explain
how Fred received his
nickname, but left lt to the
imagination of his audience.
Luther also indicated that
the statement often heard by
the viewer, "The team is really
going to look good this season,"
impJjes that the team received
new uniforms. Another familiar
quote from a coach is that he
expects to receive "100%" from
his team, Luther translates this
to "there's no way they're going
to win."
A famous trick used in the
interview is to indicate the
strength of the team as much as
possible while allowing for
weaknesses also. For example
the WHU coach said that his
team has some problems
because of the lack of ex-

perience since he had several
freshmen and only 42 returning
lettermen. Luther retorted that
obviously this man had no hope
for the season.
After Coach Luther' s speech
he asked for questions. The
UCM audience was in such awe
and h~terics, (or possibly total
confusion?) that everyone
st>emed to be at a loss for
words.
Next weekS speaker will be
Robert Whitten, director of
Criminology. His topic will be
"Alternatives to Institutional
Corrections."

Rabbi Kaufman
invites students
tospecialservices
Rabbi Max Kaufman extends
an invitation to all Jewish
students to attend religous services at Temple Israel, 246
Cedar Lane, .P aducah, each
Friday evening at 7:45.
High Holy Days Services are
next Friday at 7:45 p.m. and
Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
The Office of the Dean for
Student Affairs, third floor,
Administration
Bldg.,
telephone number 762-3738,
will aid in coordinating rides.
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ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Alpha Gamma Delta recently
installed three new pledges.
They are Melinda Hancock,
Hopkinsville ; Kathy Rose,
Olney, Ill.; Leslie Perdew,
Paducah.
Plans are being made to raise
money for the Philanthropic
project.
The Alpha Gamma Delta
pledges will be seIling
stationery to raise money for
the pledge class.

ALPHA OMICRON PI
Alpha Omicron Pi took four
pledges on Sept. 11 . They are:
Carman Arnold, Peor ia, Ill.;
Susi Milfelt. Gilbertsville ;
Diane Sawyer, Lone Oak; Marsha Taylor, Owensboro.
The officers for the fall
pledge class are: Vicki Pat
Lamb, Hazel, president; Susi
Milfelt, vice-president; Carman
Arnold, secretary; Diane
Sawyer, treasurer ; Nancy
Spann, Murray, song leader;
Kym Johnson, Symsonia, social
chairman; Susi Wells, Murray,
historian ; Wendy Williams,
Murray, panellenic officer:
Dawn Harrison, Ripley, Tenn.,
Cathy Chr istopher, Murray,
panhellenic representatives;
Gayfe Yeargain, Jane, Mo.,
spirit chairman; Jamie Frank,
Murray, parlimentarian.
This is Arthritis month and
the roadblock sponsored by the
Delta Omega Chapter of Alpha
Omicron Pi is for the National
Arthritis Foundation.
Since Arthritis is Hated as
one of the top diseases of which
women are effected it has been

eelected as the philantropic
project of Alpha Omicron Pi
nationally.
All monies collected Saturday by the local chapter will be
forwarded to the National Arthr itis Foundation.
Everyone is urged to contribute tomorrow from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Five-Points and the
intersection of 12th Street and
Sycamore.
The Alpha Omicron Pi chapter from Morehead University
will be visiting Delta Omega
through the weekend.

Meetings will be held on the
first Tuesday of each month at
5:30 p.m. in Room 206 in the
Business Bldg. Anyone interested is welcome to come or
for more information may contact Dr. Chapman in the
Business Bldg.
The next meeting will be
held
on
Oct.
2.

STUDENT

ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
Monday, Sept. 24, Alpha
Sigma Alpha welcomed three
new pledges to the Beta Alpha
pledge class. They are: Carolyn
Chapin, Mt. Carmell, Til.; Kim
Jessop, Greenville; Rita Underwood, Benton.
(Continued on page 9)

and FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
Prices Good Thursday Only

COLLEGIATE DECA
The Collegiate DECA held
its first meeting of the year,
Sept. ll. The first meeting was
devoted to the election of officers. They are: Jo Anne
Roberts, Murray, president;
Beverly McKinley, Bellville,
Il l. , vice -pres ident; Mary
Williams,
Owensboro,
secretary; Terry Bowman, Nortonville, treasurer; Lynne Applegate. Louisville, historian;
Kathy Mi ller, Lebanon,
parlimentarian.

SUITS or
DIISSIS

Phot o

READYING A collectio n bu cket in
preparation for tomorrow's roadblock for the
National Arthritis Foundation are (left to

right) Cathy Cole, Paris, Tenn.; Su11an Morris,
Benton; and Louella Puckett, Water Valley;
all members of Alpha Omicron Pi.

**********************************
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ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega have installed 15 girla
as pledges of The Little Sisters
of the Maltaze Cross. They are:
Susie Combs, Phyllis Flatt,
Benton; Denise Hamilton,
Frankfort; Paula Hammonds,
Hopkinsville; Deidra Henley,
Louisville; Sally Pence,
Madisonville;
Karen Hendon, Sharon
Melton, Deborah Reddick,
Jeanie Self, Murray; Missy
Gray1 Owensboro; Connie Bar·
nard, Suzi Hughes. Shelly Mar·
shall, Judy Waters, Paducah.
Last Monday evening the
Chapter installed 35 pledges.
They are Mike Thalman,
Arlington Hts.. Ill.; Ben
Howard, Benton; John Studwell, Briston, Penn.: Bruce
Douglas, Brockton, Mass. ;
Dave O'Daniel, Wickliffe.
Pete Lonton, Corona, Calif.;
Mike Perpich. Covington; Larry
Zacheritti, Detroit; Tony Patton, Eldorado, Ill.; Mike
Creech, Steve Powless, Evansville, Ind.; Jeff MacDonald,
Paul Mauer, Frankfort; Miel
Covington, Pat Gossum, Robert
Rudolph, Fulton; Dave Adams,
Harrisburg.lll.; Keith Bohler,
Bill BriggS, Louisville; Buff
by WU.On WooUey
Fritz, Loveland, Ohio;
CONNIE GUESS, Cadiz, has been chosen 1973-74 Sweetheart
Robert Ford, Marion; David
of Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity. She graduated from
Moffitt, Mayfield; Mark JerMurray State last spring with a two year secretarial science
nigan, Memphis; Ken Harrell,
degree and is married to Stan Guess. The two attendants to the
David Garison, Murray; John
sweetheart were: Becky Rottgering, Paducah junior and memLaswell, Houston Marks, Wes
ber of Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority, and Carolyn Hurley,
Page, Tim Redford, Ralph
Benton sophomore and member of Alpha Gamma Delta social Thacker, Owensboro; Ken Hall,
sororjty.
Eddie Harris, Paducah; Craig
complete list will be submitted Manley, Princeton; Mike HerSIGMA PHI EPSILON
The brothers of SigT!'la Phi next week of the Alpha Eta man, Rosiclare, Ill.: Ray
Assmar, Tucson, Arizona .
Epsilon are having a party at pledge class.
We would like to thank
the lake today with brothers
and guests meeting at the everyone for their support in
PI DELTA PHI
house at 6 p.m. Tomorrow helping the Pikes remain unPi Delta Phi French honor
Sigma Phi Epsilon is having a defeated in softball by victories society will hold its first
Parent11' Day with festivities over Sigma Chi; 14-10 and meeting of the year on Thurstarting at 1 p.m. Brothers and Sigma Pi Epsilon; 7-3.
sday, Oct. 4 at 7:30 p.m. in the
There will be a house party home of Dr. and Mrs. Alfred
their parents will be attending
the
Murray-- Wolfson, 310 N. 14 Street.
the game and bouse party af- following
Morehead game tomorrow Members are invited to attend
terwards.
night.
the initiation of new fraternity
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
AMERICAN ·
members. In addition, Mrs.
Miss Vickie Staten , Lone
MARKETING
Jack M. Belote will show a
Oak, was crowned sweetheart
ASSOCIATION
slide presentation on her recent
with Pam Dyke, New Madrid,
The first meeting of the visit to France.
Mo. and Eddie Orr, Detroit, as Collegiate Chapter of the
Dr. Bertrand Ball, professor
her attendants last week at the American
Marketing in the Romance languaa~>
Sweetheart Dance.
Association will be held at 7 Department. serves as fac1... •Y
The Order of Diana met p.m. on Oct. 3 in the faculty sponsor. Ruth Baxter will
last week and elected: Jennie lounge of the Business Bldg. preside at the Pi Delta Phi
Mathews, Louisville, president; The speaker for the evening meetings for the 1973-74 school
Eddie Orr, Detroit, vice- will be Mr. Ed Powderly, year.
president; Dana Gibson , materials manager for the new
GAMMA BETA PHI
Mayfield, secretary-treasurer.
Fisher-Price plant in Murray.
Gamma
Beta Phi National
The Tau Kappa Epsilon's
Mr. Powderly will touch on
Honor Society announces that
thank the Order of Diana for areas of the toy industry as
it is open for membership to
their culinary and thev relate to the marketing
al1
decoratory work in preparation :;tr~tegy of the firm, such as ad· any undergraduate who has a
for Open Hous e and the vertising, promotion, product grade point average of 2.75 or
above.
Sweetheart Dance.
design, and comparisons with
Officers for the 1973-74
other toy companies. There will
11chnol
term are : Donna
KAPPA DELTA
be a short question and answer
DeLabar, White Plains, Md.,
After completing .. White period also.
president; Jerry Fergason,
Rose Week," seven girls were
Jim Stoffer. senior, New
Murray,
vice -president ;
initiated into Kappa Delta
o Gatlin Calvert City,
sorority. Tbev are: Ann Guen- Madrid, Mo., has been elected
ther, ·Mary · Ann McKinney, tTeasurer of the A.M.A. The
Louisville; Nancy McCoy, .Jane A.M.A. is not restricted to just
Pawlukiewicz, I<'ulton; Kathi business or marketing majors.
Anyone who is interested in the
Malone, Cincinnati; Phyllis field
of marketing is invited tc
5111111111 PAT BOONE u OM! Wlbrson •111
Underwood, Greenville, Emily
·
d
Elll ESTIWlA • JACKIE GIROUX
attend
the
first
meetmg
an
01110 DIFIUI'PI • JO.NfN ROBINSON
Watson, Paducah.
join the organization.
o._, ~ o.m •
Gt~
p
S.
With the daily progression of
the new lodge and the end of
rush, the brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha are optimistic of the upcoming semester. New initiates
were taken Monday, Sept. 24: a

~*****'\

*

**********
Jean-Nate

lt· Holland Drugs

---------------------- Series on Church His tory 1
I ~tiiVt'tlllt'f

PI KAPPA ALPHA
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.jlllf"

hunl t\Ud•ll\m&n1

Conducted by:
Father Richard Danhauer
Pastor of St. Thomas Moore
Paducah
Each Tuesday Night for the next 6 weeks
7:30 p.m.

••. .t_ ~~,.._R____ft_~~-•·•------------------Gleason Hall Located Next to St. Leo'• Catholic Church

recording secretary and reporter; Sharon Givens, Frankfort,
corresponding
secretary;
Glenda Wylie, Bragg City, Mo.,
treasurer.
Plans are being made for
Gamma Beta Phi's entry in the
Homecoming parade and for a
money-making project to
finance the club's annual
scholarship. New members are
beginning their pledge activities. The activities are expected to last about two weeks.
The next meeting of Gamma
Beta Phi will be held in
Faculty Hall, Room 100 on
Wednesday, Oct. 10, at 6 p.m.
AU old members and pledges
are requested to attend. There
:is still plenty of time to join.
For more information, contact
any officer or Donna DeLabar,
president, at 767-4111 or see
fatuity advisor, Dr. Rose in the
political science department.

PHI ALPHA THETA
Phi Alpha Theta, the international honor society in
history announces that applications are now being accepted for membership. To be

eligible for membership ~u
must have twelve hours in the
field, with a 3.0 in history courses and a 3.0 in two-thirds of
your remaining undergraduate
courses at Murray State. A
graduate student must have a
3.5 in graduate level history
courses.

Anyone interested in joining
and meeting the above
requirements is asked to see the
department aecurity, Ms.
Alexander, Suite' 6B, Faculty
Hall, for an application form.
Applications should be completed and returned by Oct. 3.

ALPHA DELTA PI
The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
have taken new pledges. They
are: Margo Barheld, Cincinnati, Ohio; Karen Hannigan,
Hopkinsville; Susan Ramp,
Carbondale, Ill.; Rhonda Van
Over, Calhoun.
On Sept. 19 pledges and ac·
tives held a Big Sister, Little
Sister ceremony. At this time
earlier pledges were received by
their Big Sisters.
(Continued on palfe 11)

Patent
on leather.
The move
forward.

Your next move.
Patent paired with
leather. A tone-on-tone
combination that's
got it all together. With
a rounded-up toe, tall heel and
brass eyelets. Move on a pair soon.

Blue
Burgundy
Brown & Tan
Black & Grey

$26.99

Adam s Shoe Store
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Strange fruit

The way it will be

• • •

By JOHN ERARDI

Some like coffee and donuts,
others personally prefer
spaghetti and meatballs.
It's unfortunate, but it seems
as though some remarks J
made in this column last week
led some people to show up at
Oakhurst, the home of the new
prez of MSU, Deno Curris, last
week, looking for coffee and
donuts which never existed.
Aw, shucks Deno, I really am
sorry.
But what the hell, let's let
bygones be bygones, and show
that the Italians and the
Greeks can really mix it up.

* * *

We've won a couple of football games already, and I
predict we'll win another one
tomorrow
night against
Morehead. So why not
celebrate in the grandiose
tradition of which the Italians
and the Greeks and the
Murrayites can all be proud?
You tried coffee and donuts,
why not let me try spaghetti
and meatballs?

***
•

•

I'm not quite as in love with
the student body here at
Murray as you are, Dr. Curris,
but [ do love you and your administration.
Perhaps a few of the students
of MSU have shown themselves
to be just a tad gullible, but I
know that this is not the way it
would be with the Curris Contingent.
For that reason I would like
to invite the entire mob of y' all
to make the scene at my pad
tomorrow night after the football game for a chow session
that would put the great
Roman pig shows to shame.

***

Charlie Howard--Italian Hot
Sausage and Pepperocino Pep·
pers
Alton
Mitchell--Parmesan
Cheese and Hot Red Pepper
Skip Neal--Garlic. Bread
heavy on the Butter
Harry Waterfield-Macaroni,
preferably Rigatoni or Vermicelli
Marion
Hassell--Pasta
Fasule and Minestrone
Patsy Dyer--Red-and-White
Checkered Tablecloth and
Paper Plates
Tom
Hogancamp--Tortoni
andfor Spumoni

***

Let's try to keep it down to a
minimum, okay Doc? You, me,
your 10 astute apostles which
make up the venerable Board
of Regents, including Dave
Curtis, student president, will
make for a fullslate of 13.
Here's the lineup and what
your paisanos should bring.. ..
Jim Davis--Antipasto heavy
on the Anchovies
Glenn Doran--Meatballs and
Italian Sweet Sausage

Dave Curtis suggested to
me that he llhould have the
honor of bringing the Vino de
Tavola, although I don't
especially like his choice-Boone's Farm Strawberry Hill.
That's all right, Dave, I've got
some empty bottles of Dago
Red, and nobody will ever
know the difference. Just bring
a funnel and I'll make the
switch.
I'll take care of the spaghetti
sauce and I'm importing my lit·

Curris didn ' t have any
donuts and he said so. He admitted, rather p'roudly, that he
had called the Murray State
News and ''raised some hell"
with them for printing such fiction.
Quickly he J>witched the conversation from pastry to a potpourri of topics, most of which
evoked negative responses
about Murray.
The students, although
somewhat tight-collared at
first, gradually became more
fluent, but not much unexpected was offered and darting
moths and an uncomfortable
standing position gave some
the look of wishing they had
stayed at. that fraternity party
they came from.
Curris reached over to close
the big white door of his home,
remarking that he had to keep
the bugs out. He left it a little
bit ajar, as if to say he didn't
have any intention of being outside all night, or maybe hinting
that the inside of the palatial
Oakhurst wasn't quite totally
removed from student&.
"So what did you think of the
football game?'' he asked. "I'll
tell you, this is the first school
I've been associated with that
~rot more than one win in a
season, and I feel great about
that!"

Someone in the audience
remarked coyly that they had
been at school here four years
and it waR more than they had
ever seen, too.
A booming voice came from
the sidewalk out in front of
Oakhurst.
"Dr. Curris, we'll see you in
the locker room again next
week!"
Obviously a football player,
and obviously a girl he had his
arms around as he strolled by.
Curris explained tr. us he'd
visited the MSU IO<•ker room
before game time twice now,
and the team he.d produced two
straight wins.
There's no way they will let
me forget that •. at least not until we lose," he laughed.
The conversation swung
again, thi11 time to weather, as
it eventually does when talking
about Murray, and someone
asked Curris if he had an umbrella. He said he had two big
ones, and no doubt he would
need them both.
Things were starting to lull
once more as the moths began
to come on stronger and the
movements of shifting positions
became more noticeable.
"Well, I surely am sorry I .
didn't have coffee and donuts,
but we'll have a party yet to
make up for it," he said. "And

tie sister from Naples to serve
as the hostess with the mostest.
Tip her accordingly.
Voila. There yo_u_have it. Instant Roman repast. Now for
entertainment.

Fight the Feeling". It ain't.
original fans, bUt then again,
Cal always did like to stick
with a winner. Dwain Mcintosh, director of public information, said he knew
Michaelangelo and Leonardo
daVinci "way back when'', so
he has been commissioned bv
Dr. Curris to paint a still-life ;f
the Thoroughbreds' Version of
the Last Supper to be entitled
"Let's Go Racers, Racers Let's
Go'' ,
Leftovers from the dinner
will be served at Winalow
Cafeteria for lunch that same
day, for anyone who feels they
would like a taste of what the
Big Boys eat,

* *

Harry Sparks gave me a ring
the other day--you just can't
keep that man down--and said
he is a little hard up for
speaking appearances lately, so
I figured what the heck, a
bellyfull of pasta should take
the spark out of Harry, and he
agreed not to do any off-color
Ginny, Wop, Dago, or otherwise
anti-Italian jokes.
Mancil Vinson, who was
recently appointed as special
assistant to the president, said
that he can play the cello and
do a little Calypso, so we'll
have live entertainment.
Cal Luther, our athletic
director, said that he will
provide bocci balls for those
who feel the need to exercise
post-chow. Cal, by the way,
once again captured the mood
in the "Pick-a-Theme Contest"
with his offering of "Don't

*

* *

Let it not be said, Deno, that
I gave you not to eat when you
came to my humble abode. And
let it not be said you came empty-handed. Your key through
the Pearly Oates will be a bowl
of oranges, figs and assorted
grapes, otherwise known as,
you guessed it, Strange Fruit.

•

It was a position I found
myself not relishing in the
least. Rather I wished I was
anywhere but on the front
porch of Oakhurst while Deno
Curris stood across from me
and carried on a dialogue with
about 12 other college kids.
who stood around me.
The occa$ion was not in·
tended to be a serious one--I
just wanted to meet the new
president--but the personality
of Dr. Currifl tended to give it
that tone.
What WAS I doing there?
Did I really expe<'t Curris to
answer the door when we rang
the bell? Did I really expect
him to have coffee and donuts
this night of the MurrayTennessee Tech football game,
as I bad kiddingly remarked in
print the day before?
I really don't know what I
expected, but I guess I got a li~
tle more than I bargained for,
and perhaps a little less.
Curris' dress reflected his
personality. A solid blue, shor~
sleeve dress shirt open at the
neck, straight-legged dark
pants, and penny loafers. A
really ruggedly handsome
fellow, dark hair, dark eyes and
dark complected. Moderately
trimmed sideburns. No sign of
anything resembling a five o'
clock shadow. And just like
everyone had said, he was very
composed and quite articulate.
"Hey, Dr. Curris, got any coffee and donuts left?'' someone
yelled from a group of about six
more kids as they climbed the
front ste~ joining our party of
the same number on the porch.
No doubt, the last minute
touchdown which gave Murray
the football win made them
considerably more friendly
than they normally would have
been.

a•••••••••a
• Polly Bergen•
e
•...........
•e
Holland Drugs

EVELYN'S

BEAUTY SALON

Operators:
Susan Belcher
Laurie Tobey
Rosemary Kondraka
Evelyn Tucker

Call for appointment
753-2511

I'll insist that the fellow who
wrote that article be here to
help me serve them!"

Someone yelled an affirmative "Right On!" behind
me, but s omehow I couldn't
picture myself with an apron on
serving tea and crumpets.
But then again, neither could
_ v._,_
_ ~~

'U

l imagine myself talking with
the president of Murray State

at 11 o'clock on a Saturday
night, and there 1 was. It goes
to show anything can happen at
dear ol' Murray now that there
is some young blood pacing the
floors of Oakhurst.

~
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KAPPA ALPHA
The brothers of Kappa Alpha
will hold a T.G.I .F. par~y
tonight. The new .pledges wdl
be spending the mght at Kentucky Lake followi~g this party.
Tomorrow there w1ll be a pregame party be~nning at 5:30
p.m. and a v1ctory partyfollowing.
Officers for this year are:
William (Ike) Saylor, Frankfort, president; Edward B~llo,
Jamestown,
N.Y.,
VJcepresident; Bil! Alexander:
Sturgis, recordmg secretary.
Mike Keller, Murray, treasurer.

GAMMA THETA
UPSILON
On Oct. 3, Gamma Theta Upsilon will hold a field trip to
the biological station at Kentucky Lake. Dr. Morgan Sisk,
director of the biological
station, will be the tour guide.
All interested persons are to
meet in Room 180, Wilson
Hall. Transportation will be
provided and will leave promptly at 6:30. Everyone is invited
to attend.

PHI BETA
LAMBDA
A delegation of seven officers
and advisers from the Delta
Gamma chapter of Phi Beta
Lambda national business
fraternity is attending a leadership training workshop in
Louisville Sept. 20-23.
They are: Ed Cook, ~ollin
sville, Ill., senior, presadent;
Sam Devine, Calvert City,
senior, state Phi Beta Lambda
vice-president; Susan Boswell,
Murray, sophomore, secretary;
Donna Ramsey, Greenville,
senior, reporter; Marsha Sledd,
Murray, sophomore, historian;
Mrs. Lanette Thurman, chapter
adviser; Mrs. LaVerne Ryan,
state adviser.
Conducting the workshop at
the Seelbach Hotel is Lee Cantrel, state executive secretary
for Phi Beta Lambda and the
Future BusineAA Leader!! of
America. Sessions will include
duties and responsibilites of
chapter officers, parliamentary
procedures, and chapter activities and projects.
A fall meeting of the state
board of Phi Beta Lambda will
also be held during the
workRhop.
The Murray State Chapter of
Phi Beta Lambda meets twice a
month during the school year.

historian; Joe Kent, Louiaville,
lieutenant atrateque; B. Jerry
Standley, Hayti, Mo., dean of
pledge; Rosecelle Brown,
Paducah; vice-poleman; ~arry
Bingham, Louisville, a881&tant
dean of pledge.
Kappa Alpha Psi held a
smoker Sept. 26. They will have
a dance tonight in the SUB.
Visiting graduate brother is
Earl Merritt, Alpha Upsilon.
Other members of Kappa
Alpha Psi are: Dave Lot~n,
Dwight Gibaon, Larry Spam,
Louisville; Sam Lownsend, St.
Louis, Mo.; Marcelous Starks,
Lau Bibblie, Chicago.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
The primary objective of ~·
Wildlife Society is to acquamt
the individual with the ~ut-o~
doors so be may recognaae bia
responsibility in the wise use
and proper management of our
natural resources.
The Wildlife Society also
aids boy scout troops and talks
to other outdoor orientated
cluba in the area.
Meetings for the club are
held every second Tuesday at 7
p.m. in Room 228 of the
Science Bldg.

HORSEMENS CLUB
The first meeting of the MSU
HorRemen's Club was held
Sept. 13. Mr. Cherry, head of
the department of agriculture,
spoke to the club. He showed
blueprints of the ne": exposition center to be bualt on
the MSU farm.
Plans were discussed for a
booth at the "All American
Quarter Horse Congress," to be
held Oct. 21-28 in Columbus,
Ohio. Also discu88ed was an intercollegiate judging team.

LAMBDA ALPHA
EPSILON

Alpha Epsilon chapter of
Lambda Alpha lo~psilon, a
national professional criminal
justice fraternity, installed it's
new officers, who were elected
last semester, after receiving ill'
national charter from the
grand chapter in Sacramento,
Cal. The new officers are:
Danny G. Bozarth, Cadiz,
president; Edwin K. Mcintyre,
Calvert City, vice-president;
Donna M. DeLabar, White
Plains, Maryland, secret~ry
treasurer; Ronald E . Kmg,
Murray, sergeant-at-arms.
The goals of Lambda Alpha
Epsilon are to elevate the stanKAPPA ALPHA PSI
dardR of personnel relating to
Kappa Alpha Psi recently the fields of criminal justice,
elected the following officers: promote public education
John Cross, treasurer; Howard programs, and devotion to the
Brim, reporter; Cecil Hall, furtherance of professionalism
keeper of records; Don Owen, and education in all fields of
assistant reporter; all of criminal justice.
Hopkinaville.
Anyone
majoring
in
Also elected were: William criminology, and interested in
Lauderdale, poleman, Michael joining Lambda Alpha Epsilon,
Coleman, Gary, Ind., strateque; are welcome to attend regular
Darnell Adell, East Chicago, meetingl'l until December .

bronze engraved pedastal bowl to Mrs. Sparks
in
appreciation from the ~rg~nizati?n. The
the Murray State University Women s Soca~ty
next activity of the organuat1on wall be a
at their Fall Potluck held Sept. 17 · MISS
Couples Game Night, Oct. 19, at the Carr
Rubie Smith (right), first president of the
Health Bldg.
Women's Society, presented red roees and a
Watch for notices posted out- Campbell, Mo.; LuAnn Porter, mee6ng sept. 28.
The officers for this year are
side the sociolOI)' office door as Marion.
Niles Woods, Mays Lick,
to time and place.
TAU PHI LAMBDA
president; Todd S~pe, Mu~ray,
Sunday the Murray cbapt;er
vice-president;
Ghnda R1ley,
On
Sept.
23,
Tau
Phi
Lamis holding it's first annual picnic at Birmingham Point, on bda social sorority installed the Benton, secretary-treasurer.
highway 68, between Aurora Theta pledge class. The pledge Those serving on special comand Draffenville on Kentucky class officers are as follows: mittees this semester are
Lake. All current members Becky Thompson, Uniontown, Virginia Strawderman, Chatplanning to attend are urged to president; Nancy Harold, tanooga, Tenn., Freida Baker,
vice-president: Glascow; Mary Kelly, Ft.
sign the sign-up sheet posted Reidland,
outside the sociology office Sherry Wood, Louisville, Dodge, Iowa; Delta Sh~lton,
door by 5 p.m. today. Any treasurer; Vonna Wehder, Pen brooke; Joe Curtsanger.
prospective membe~s wh? a.re Louisville, secretary; Marty Fancy Farm; Dee Niemann,
interested in attendmg th1s piC· Middleton, Muncie, Ind., Princeton;
Alan
Shaw,
nic should contact one of the musician.
Paducah;
Mary
Tutt,
Murray.
The other pledges are: Beth
officers or Robert Whitten,
Various activities the
director of criminology. today. Burkett, Clinton; Tonia DunMathematics Club have plancan, Uniontown; Janice Foster,
KAPPA DELTA
ned for the 73-74 year may inBurma; Sue Hammerschlag,
Following initiation, a Long Island, N.Y.; Nancy Horclude a homecoming float, a
banquet was held . The wath, Orlando, FL; and Ellen
Christmas banquet, a spring
followin~ awards were presenpicnic, and various other parKelley, Owensboro.
ted: Carolynn Thompson,
ties.
The sisters of Tau Phi LamPaducah White Rose Award; bda wish to congratulate all the
Teresa 'Logsdon, Louisville, winners in the Lambda Chi A pologiea to the brothers of
Best Pledge on retaliation day; Alpha "Watermelon Bust."
Lambda Chi Alpha whose
Phyllis Underwood, best essay
Tau Phi Lambda will sponorganization waa inadaward; Nancy McCoy, Id~al sor a bake sale on campus this vertantly omitted from la•t
Pledge; F.rnil) Watson, h1gh Wednesday.
week'• picture page on the
scholarship; Kathi Malone,
Watermelon Buat. Congrats
MATHEMATICS CLUB
most improved scholarship.
on a job well done. --Cablpua
The Euclidean Mathematics
Following open rush, the
Life Editors
"First Degree'' ceremony was Club held their second formal
held for seven nf'W pledges.
They are Debbie Butts, Donna
Monday night
Sensing, Fulton; Cindy Day, ~n
dianapolis; Cathy Geurm,
Murray·
,Janet
Mercer,
Decatu;, 'm.: Mary Bess Miller,

MRS. LOIS SPARKS (left) was

Bonne Bell

th~ guea! of

Petty's Lounge
State Line Road
Fulton
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Jimmy Wilkins is businessman-magician

-------------------------------------------------------

'Wandi' performs hat trick with brick
great girl." Pauline has appeared on national television
and she has spoke at various
schools in the area. She has
written
a
book
about
"Pauline's' '.

By UNDA MURP HY
Feature E d itor

Jimmy Wilkins or "Wandi
the Magician" has been known
to perform many amazing feats.
Such things as predicting
headlines of newspapers day!!
in advance , and driving
automobiles in parades blindfolded, he has put on many
shows filled with magic and
illusions.
But Mr. Wilkins, along with
being a fascinating magician is
also
an
imaginative
businessman. He proved this
about four yurs ago.
Many have heard
of
Pauline's , the famous house of
ill repute in Bowling Green.
The house was going to be sold
and raised for urban renewal.
Jim Wilkins approached a
friend, a contractor and told
him his idea. Wilkins wanted to
save each brick from the house,
clean them up, put felt on the
back and sell them. The contractor made some statement
like: "It's such a crazy idea, I
think it will work". So they formed a three-way partnerllhip
and won the bid.
Mr. Wilkins says the house
wBl! a relatively small one of
two st<»ries, with three rooms
upstairs and about four downstairs. Wilkins had once heard
that the house was a famous
hospita l during the war ,
operated by another. Wilkins
tried to look into the history of
this, but was unable to come up
with anything.

"It'll MarJe"

"Wandi the Magician" will
bring his magic show to Murray
tomorrow afternoon in Lovett
Auditorium. "It's
Magic"
had its first performance in
1949 and was revived ~~everal
years ago when Wilkins left
channel l3 in Bowling Green.
The two hour !ltage show has
been seen all over Kentucky,
Southern .111inois, and northern
Tennessee.
The Murray Civitan Club is
sponsoring the 8how. Nick Horton, president, says, "It is not
just a kids show. It is real
family entertainment that any
Murray State student or facu lty
member is sure to enjoy."
Tickets are $1.50 and $2.00 at
the door; children's tickets are
$1.00 in advance, $1.50 at the
door. Tickets are available at
Roberts Realty or from any
Civitan member .

JIMMY WILKINS also known as "Wandi the
Magician" will present his two hour magic
show tomorrow afternoon. About four years

NANZA BOOK SALE
Savings Up To 83%
Limited Supply
105,Z8. MARK TWAIN'S LIBRARY OF RUMOR.
f~d . By Samuel Langhorne Clemens, W. D.

World-Wide Fame

Since Pauline's was known
all over the world, mainly
because of Ft. Knox and Ft.
Campbell, the bricks, cleaned,
shallacked and fel t-backed ,
were boxed and shipped all
over the world. They :;old for
about $2.50 or $3.50 each, except for the first 500 which
were autographed by Pauline in
an old English type lettering,
sold for $50.00 each .
Wilkins s a ys they had
requests from all over the
world for the bricks. He tells of
one request from someone in
Louisville who wanted the
wallpaper from one of the
rooms. At the time their
business was called 627 Clay.
Wilkins says that even
preachers came by the house to
buy bricks, and at the same
time he was getting unsigned
letters saying the idea was unsound.
However, Wilkins adds, "We
haven' t lo!lt any money, but we
haven' t made any either. We
could have sold several more
had we promoted it." There are
bricks left since the front of the
house was three bricks thick
and the sides two bricks. They
can still be obtained from Mr.
Wilkins.
As for Pauline, Wilkins has
to say, "She is a perfectly
delightful woman: you can't
undo your past, but she has
done more good, and she is a

Regular $5.50

Bonne Bell

10-0-6 Lotion
$3.95

Holland Drugs

ago Wilkins and some friends purchased
"Pauline's" and when they tore it down they
cleaned the bricks and Rold them as souvenirs.

Howell, and C. H. Clark. 193 lllus. A marvelous
volume of 144 lillariou.s short stories by the
writers who built american literature: Twain's
own A DAY'S WORK , Uncle Remos' TAR BABY,

Ambrose Bierce, Artemus Ward, many more.
Orig. Pub. at '18.95, New, complete ed. only

$3.95.
ALICE'S ADVENTURF.S IN WON·
DERLAND. Hy Lewis Carrol.. lllus. The
Beautiful Tenniel Illustrations In an exquisite
imitation leather-bound volume with simulated
gold stamping add to the wonder of Alice and Her
Wonderland .
Extra Spet"lal value cmJy $1.01
UWX 111F. BICYCLE. By J . Way. 143 lllus.,
in full color. Lavise, colorful hlstory~urvey
the bicycle, from its 19th century beginnings
today, when it Is enjoying a new surge
popularity, Incl. Repair and Maintenance

44

117282. 111E NEW WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF COOKING. Ed. by Staff of Culinary Arts
Institute. Over 1250 illus., Incl. 16 full color
plates. Superb dishes to ttWlate your taste buds:
Cnpe1 1.11 CMese sauce, Euplant -with shrimp
stuffla&, Meltaway whipped cream t"ale, hundreds more in a massive volume of recipes,
hints, charts, etc. llh z 9. 2~ thick.
Reduced to only sas.

or
to
of

of

Extra valat Import Ollly SUI

l%1.93X. PAULINE'S: MEMOIRS OF 111E
MADAM ON CLAY STREET. By Pauline Tabor.
30 Ulus. The original, uncensored, bataeDer

111874. CHESS: FIRST STEPS. By R. Bott & S.
MOJTlson. With hundreds of illus. 1be Ideal book
for beginners In simple language for young and
old. 7 x 9V4.
Or ig. Pub. at ' 3.95 New, complete eel. oaly .1.41

account ~ the Bawdy House operator whose
plush bordellos nourished In Bowling Green,
Louisville, and Indiana. Frankly tells of her four
decades as a " Merchancfuler of Sex." Full of
ribald humor. 8~ x 11¥4.

your machine. 8 11-4 X 11

~~.

l%0101. A WORLD OF NUT RECIPES: FROM

SOUPS TO SAVORIES. By M. G. Clark. One of
humankind's earliest foods. brou&ht up to daterecipes for Almoad Tea, Buddlla'e DelfPI with
Gingko nuts, Poulet D'or with chestnuts. more ,
Pub. at S6.95. Only SUB.

105535. ALL COLOR BOOK OF RACING CARS.
By B.Kingl04 full color photos. All the daredevil
thrtlll. all the romance of glamorous racing
personalities aptured In action pictures, 3 1-3
H.P. DAIMlER· engine model to today's Lotua
Mark M that's been clocked at ahnost 170 M.P .H.
Extra valM Import oaly SUB.

105%33. AMER ICAN HERITAGE PICTURE
HISTORY OF WORLD WAR ll By C. L.
Sulzerberger. 720 Ulus., 92 in full color. The
largest, most inclusive alnglc·volume history of
the war ever publlsbed! The full drama and
tradedy of the mighUes conflict of all time,
revealed in hundreds of gnat pictures (many
never before Published ) and a superb. 150,000.
word narrative of the Puhtzer Pnze-Winning
Journalist. 610 pages. 9 x JJ l 4,
Pub. nt $20.00. Only $9.9S.

Pub. at $9.95. Oaly $U8

UIISIS. COLOR TREASURY OF SAILBOATS.
232 Diagrams, maps, and pbotcll, 1751n full color.
A picl«ial feast for the eye and definitive
compendium of sailboat data-hull to hardnre to
saU~lus tips on r acing, trophy 1rinnen, etc. 9 ll
12.
Extra Valat Import oaJy $U8

117189. WALTER CRONKITE: EVE ON 111E
WORLD . 145 Photos. Top events over the put
few years recreeted In Photos and wordl, incl. :
The deadly oU slick at Martha's Vineyard. The
Vietnamese War, Attica, Inflation Yeat.erday &
Today, Woodstock, More.
Pub. at sus. Oaly

sz.•

j

Kte597. OLD KENTUCKY ARCHITECI'URE:
COLONIA L-FEDERAL-GREEK R E VIVA L·
GOTHIC By Rexford Newcomb. 130 plates of
phtos & measured drawings. Exteriors a nd
Interiors of houses. Churches and Public
buildings built prior to the Civil War from rustic
cabins and old fort Harrodsburg to mansiON
such as Adam Childers House, Versalles, Clay
Rill, Xalape Farm. others a~; x 12.
Orlg. Pub. at SIO.OO. New complete ed. Olaly

$3.95.

llt!!IJ. SERVE IT COLD: A COOKBOOK OF
DEUCIOUS COLD DISHES. By JIU)e Croley &
R. Bateman. IDus. The elegant, ~erene world of
cold cooking-dozens of swerb cUshes from
Avocado madrlleae and ~ roaat pork
to Oraqe trifle.
Orlg. Pub. at $5.95. New, c:-plete ed. Oaly SU 8.
115144. 111E DAWN OF CMLIZATION: FIRST
SURVEY OF HUMAN CUL'n.IRES IN EARLY
TIMES. Ed. By Prof. S .. Piggott. Nearly 1000
illus., 1n full color, Incl. 110 original reconstructions, 845 photos & drawings, 48 maps &
chronological charts. Stupendou.s volume packed
with the saga ol man's emer gence from the cave
to civilized bfing: stone Age Primitives, Ancient
Egyptians and their Go<J..Kings, Mideast Tribes
or Biblical Times, Chinese~ Fabled Dynasties,
I ncas ol Pent and other ear ly americans, etc.
Magnifl~ntly produced book-every page a
feast for the eye. 10~ x 13'o2.

Pub. at $211.50 Oaly $U.9S.

114M~.

HOW COME HOLDISG HANDS FEELS

SO GOOD? By L. Wyse. 12 photos and ~IT'll.
Small things like holding hands or smillnt
become so important wht>n you are in love. 6t4 ll

7'4.

Pub at $3.00. Oaly Sl.OO

11.... I WILL WAIT FOR YOU. By L. Wya.
Sensitive collection of 12 photos and poems to
share With those you Jove most. 61~ ll 'P.-~ .
Pub. at SJ.OO.Oaly SJ.OO
114'lt4. LOVE WILL COME AGAIN. By L. Wy.e.
photos and poems. M.S. Wyae shows a beautllul
Wlderstanding of love through word! and pic-

tures. s•. x 7'k

Pub. at $3.00. Oaly Sl.OO
llf71!. MORE LOVE POEMS FOR 1111! VERY
MARRIED. By L . Wya. 12 beautiful andsincere
photos and poems. 6'4 x 7~.
Pub. at $3.00.0Diy $1.18

PLUS MANY MORE TITLES

WALLACE'S BOOK STORE

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15th STREET - ACROSS FROM MSU LIBRARY _ _ _ _ _ _..__ _ _..
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Kaintuck Territory brings
back the thrill of the West

By LINDA MURPHY
Fu&ure Bd.ltor

Are you the type of penon
who can sit and watch old
western movies on television:
do you find gunfights,
showdowns and swinging
saloons good entertainment? If
that's for you maybe you
should
visit
Kaintuck
Territory.
Whatever type of person you
are, it's never a bad idea to just
pt away for a day and see
something different.
The students of Murray have
been given 4,000 tickets, worth
$4.00 each which, accompanied
by I D. are good for every show,
ride, and game at Kaintuck
Territory, located on Highway
641. The tickets will be placed
in the mailboxes of aU dorm
residents, and are good for this
weekend.
Kaintuck Territory ia a town
of the 1880's, where outlaws lie
dead after a shoot-out on Main
Street, where they sell
homemade pickles and preserves, have shooting demonstrations of Kentucky long
rifles, and hold up an original
steam engine that was shipped
from Germany, and much
more.
Wa lter Sill is the man who

started it. Sill's life bu COD·
aiated of, atteadiq various
achoola, the Coast Guard, •
prof. .ional ~Qlfer, the owner
of a nilbt club-but when be
started living with antiques he
got hooked on them, and
developed an interest in
history. Because of hia sense of
history, Sill built Kaintuck
Territory and made it as
authentic as possible. The
staged robberies and shoot-outs
are really B-grade Hollywood
western. but to some it may
seem real. Many professional
actors are used.
One actor is Bill Dycus, a
student here at Murray, pictured right.
Last spring be applied for a
job at Kaintuck and worked
there all summer. He continues
to work there on the weekends
as a gunfighter. "A gunftgbter
ia the big thing there," says
Dycus, "that's what the people
want to see." Bill baa bad no
drama courses whatsoever. He
is a business m a jor and
recreation minor. But maDY
people have asked him if be
was a drama major and they
can't believe it when be tells
them be is not. Of course dley
have to rehearse their shows.
Dycus says, "We practice dying

ACTORS AT KAINTUCK practice at dyiq
convincingly. A Kentucky town of the 1880's,
was started by Walter Sillaeven_yean a~Q. He

and falliDI over ralla. All the
pmfichte are oa ta.-, aad we
have to perform rilbt with die
tape, the dialogue is important".
·
The town stays open from 10
to 6:30 p.m. They have four different gun shows a day.
Relating to the old west, Dycus
feels that people from the cities
particularly enjoy events aucb
as the show on the old
medicine W&IOn, the river ride,
and since the buildings are so
authentic, Dycus says, "The
scenery talks to you.''

Dycus and another actor
Glen Bloomingburg worked out
a train robbery routine on the
comedy side. The aud ience ia
involved, Bill ia known as the
"K:iaainl Kid" and hia famous
!line ia, "I'm gonna rob the men
and kiaa the women". He
laucha, and adds, ''Some of the
women stay to see if I really
mean it!"
"The children are fabulous,
they' re fascinated. with the
guna.. The adulta get a laup
when they see me walking
arou nd the town after a gunficht and they say, "Hey, I
thought you were dead!". His
reply to thia is, "You should see
ine at 6:30 when I get off-l'm
really' dead!".

baa since strived to make it as authentic as
possible. Going as far as bringing steam
enginea OMr from Germany.

Special Coupon Offer!!!!!
Hot Dog & Ice Cream Sbake
or Ice Cream Malt
Hot Dog & Large 16 oz. Sprite
or Root Beer

85~

regular
- 20! off with coupon

65C

6lt regular

I

... bares the raw needs
at the core of drug
addiction,racial hatred
and violence.NEVER has
a f i Im been more timely.
Starring

- 20( off with coupon

41C

I-------------------~---Register For FREE Ten Speed Bike
Name
Phone
I Address

BILL
ia a w.inee,s
Princeton, Ky. He ia
also a gun fighter at Kaintuck Territory. He falls over raila,
robe trains, a nd dies in gun-fights for the people who oome to
see the town of the old West. But be baan't J'ell'8ttad it, he feels
it baa added very much to his character.

PAT BOONE as David Wilkerson with ERIK ESTRADA
JACKIE GIROUX • DINO DeFILIPPI • JO-ANN ROBINSON

------~I
II

L---------------------~--------~-~

Screenplly by DON MURRAYand JAMESBONNET
Music by RALPH CARMICHAEL

oilctld by OONIURRAY • Produced by DICK ROSS
FILMED IN EASTMAN COLOR • PRINTS BY TECHNICOLOR

~
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AdYaaee

Oct.3and4 --------------- Univeraity School Aud. IGPI~~!...""!".:-.
8:00 p.M.
-~·
Advance tleketa available
f1.60
Chmtlaa Book c-ter

Maranatha Student Center
Student u,.,toa BuUdJnr
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IOne Man's Opinion I
Rep&. . . 1171

B)' DAVB CURTIS
Btadea& Orpalaad011 P!wldea&

Da"id L. Curtil
Tbe deeth of Dr. Ralph
Wood.a marb the end of an era.
Murray State hu l08t a very
dear and outataodiq leader. It
ia rather ironic that Dr. Wood's

I

paeaing came just boun after
Murray bad~ ita 10th
amUvenary celebradoa. DuriDc
that 50 ,_,., Dr. Wood• expanded the ecbool from a war·
starved iustitution to a P'OWUat
state 11Jlivenity.
Dr. Weod'• coatf~OD8
-~~will
Dot sOon I* f~. bipirit
and belief bl Murray State
University will be forever ltam·
peel on the reputation and exc:eUence of tbia institution.
It ia true that a university ia
not the production of one man
but a reflection of the shadows
of many. Tbe reftec:tion of
Ralph Woods willltaod taU in
the history at MSU.
It ia with repet and sadn. .
that I will accompuy Dr.
Woods to my natift Ballard
~ty to place him in eternal
n.t. Ria death ia a to. to
lUPer educatioa and. mon
directly, to the tbouunda of
studeata who haft attended
Murray State Univftty.

Ne'WS in brief • • •

I

Stadium seats for students
Accordint to Student Government, aections T and U of the
Roy Stewart Stadium have
been reserved for students. All

Relax in our
Rocking Chairs

TECHNICOlQRe •

ll

~vtSION•

A UNIVERSAl/ MALPASO
COMPANY PRODUCTION

lo;oii...................... ,,.. . ....., .... ,.......,.,__• •

"Drifter'' llarta at 3:15 S.t.
eN. CIO Kiddie Show

"MIND·BLOWING SUSPENSE!"
-chalte8 Champlin, LA. Times

MSUPEIII SIMPLY FASCIIIAnNGI"
-Judith Crist, New York Magazine

students are aaked to. ~py
these sections for this Saturday's game and in aU future
games.

lntemship for criminologists
Dr. Robert Whitten, director
or the criminology department,
announced this week that aU
criminology and correction
majors who are planning to do
their internship during the
spring semester should confmn

their agency placement by Oct.
12.

This
applies
to
all
criminology and
corrections majora who are an·
ticipating graduation at the end
or the sprinJ summer or fall
semesters of 1974.

Astronomy dept. shows films
Two films will be shown
tonight in Room 136 or the
Blackburn Science Bldg. at 7
p.m.
Sponsored by the department
of physics and astronomy, the
films will show ecenes or the

universe ranginJ from the
Milky Way to the farthest
quasars.
Following the one-hour lilma,
asU-ooomy prof811110r B.E. Bur·
nley will bo.t a d iacuuion
period.

Readers Theatre Auditions
Auditions for "Plowers For and five woma will .be ae1edllcl
Alprnon." this fall's Readers for perta.

Theatre production will be held
Tuesday accordint to Polly
1·
Za netta, director of the ora m-

Sc:rijq .... Oil ~ iD . .
library. AnclitliaM .frill be d 7
p.m. in Room 308 of WQ~eirl
Hall. Anyone may try out.
terpret.ation events and
For further information, COD·
Rea ders Theatre. Nine men_ tact Polly Zanetta at 762·4419.

You Are Welcome Whe
You Worship With Us
University
Church of Christ
106 North 16th Street

Sunday

9:30 a.m. Bible Study
10:30 a.m. Worship
7:00 p.m. Worship

Wednesday

7:00 p.m. Bible Study

EDWARD FOX is "The .~Kk~J•
AOSS • Millie II¥ G&0A00 DI!L£111UE
, _. .._. llllilllllaak 11¥ ,REOERICK FORIYTH
DINcllllll¥ fRED ZINNEMANN • Produi:M ~JOHN WOOL..
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Open 6:45 • Start 7:15
Hiway 121 So. In City
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First students celebrate their 50th

FAYE WELLS a eec:retary in the office of
public relations, belpa members of the rmt
c1. . reciater and giv• them name tap. The
A aeries of events la&tinJ

from 9 a .m. to 12 p.m.
eelebratin1 the 50th anniversary of Murray State
University, was held Monday,
Sept. 24.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman
of the communications department, was emcee at a prOIJ'am
belinninl at the Murray Middle School. A crowd of approximately 500 former 1fadeachool students, townspeople,
and faculty members attended
the prOtp"am which was intended to represent a reenactment of the opening of
Murray Normal School on
Sept. 14, 1923.
In accordance with tradition,
the school bell was rung, the
roll was called, and the "Battle
Hymn of the Republic", led by
Joaiah Darnell, MSU music
profeeaor was sung. Dr. L . J .
Hortin, journalism department
chairman, spoke as former

ceremony took place in front of the old
Murray HiP School where cluaes for the
University were first held.

MSU pre8ident, Dr. John W.
Carr, uainc Dr. earr•s own address nota Mrs. Bwlyn LiDa
Albritton, who received the
first desree awarded at Murray
State Teacber'a Collep, wu
one of the Murray State alumni
attendm, tbe celebration.
Approximately 16 members
of the MSU marchin1 band,
directec:l by Ropr Reichmuth,
performed at the c:elebration.

SERVING AS MASTER of ceremoniea, Dr. Ray Mofield, opens
tbe days feativitiee. Honoredpeets included (from left) former
preaident Dr. Harry M. Sparb, Dr. L.J. Hortin, chairman of the
department of journalism, Preeident Constantine Curria and
Dr. Joeiah Darnall, profeuor in the music department.

The Student Union Ballroom
was the site for the unveillnl of
the portrait of Lee Clark, a
state repreeentative at the time
of Murray State•• inception.
Clark introducecl the blU which
made Murray State Collqe a
reality. The portrait was
donated by Mrs. Modest Clark
Jeffrey, Clark'• dau,hter. MSU
president, Dr. Conatantine
Curris, accepted the portrait
which was later hun1 in the
lounp area of Clark Hall.

LEADING GUESTS IN The Battle Hymn of the Republic and the alma mater
is Dr. Joaiah Damall.

DR. RAY MOFIELD helps Mrs. Lucille Hicka Kirbey,
Paducah, look over some material at the regist.ration table.
Mrs. Hicks was a member of the first claaa to pduate from
Murray State.

DR. CURRIS LOOKS on as Mrs. Modest
Clark Jeffrey. Murray, preeenta the University
with a portrait of her father, the late Lee
Clark. Clark worked closely with Dr. Rainey

T . Wells in the eatabliahment of the institution in Murray. The painting will be
placed in the loun1e of Clark HalL
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Graduate program trains
2-year college instructors
Currently there are some 60
students enrolled in the higher
education program which is a
graduate program for two-year
college teachers. Elev~n
student& began the program In
1969.
The objective of the
curriculum is to develop
professional community college
instructors. The program is
designed
to
be
interdisciplinary, humanistic and
:;vstematic in philosophy. A one
semester tt-aching internship in
a two year college situation is
part of the program.
For a student to be eligible to
apply and work toward a
MACT degree (Master of Arts
in College Teaching), he must
fulfill
the
following
requirement&:
(1) Overall grade point of 2.5
in undergraduate courses and a
3.0 in undergraduate academic
major work;
(2) Acceptance by the
Graduate School for graduate
study;
(3) Passing score on required
admission examination;
(4) Submission of application

for admission to the MACT
program;
(6) Minimum
of nine
semester hours of graduate
work earned in major area with
at least a "B" average;
(6) Approval of his committee for program study; and
(7) A genuine interest in
teach ing a two year college.

Those interested should contact Dr. Charles Tolley in the
Education Bldg. on the second
floor. T hose beginning the
program with a bachelor's
degree complete the training in
a two year term. Master degree
student& can finish fr om 12 to
15 month&.

WKMS-FM broadcasts
Tuesday jazz program
"Jazz from Both Sides," a
new radio program conducted
by Ray Benton and Dick
Resiman, is heard every
Tuesday night from 9-12 over
WKMS-FM.
Started during the first week
of school, the show sponsored
several types of jazz including
standard jazz with artist& such
as Charlie Parker and Oscar
Peterson. The show also
focuses on modern jazz with the
Don Ellis Orchestra and jazz
rock featuring Blood, Sweat

Reisman, an associate
professor of a.rt at Murray
State University, comes to
Murray fr om Winterhaven,
Fla., where he worked on a
cable jazz show in central
Florida.

Rock singer Jim Croce dies in plane crash
On the night of Sept. 20, a
chartered plane enroute to
Sherman. Tex. from Natchitoches, La., hit a tree on
takeoff and killed six of its
passengers.
Singer Jim Croce and five of
hi'l band members were on the
death list.
If a rock music Valhalla
exists, then 30-year-old Croce
will be feasting with Jim
Morrison, Jimi Hendrix, Janis
Joplin, Duane Allman and
Brian Jones, fitting company
for a man whose ''talking
blues" records won him a gold
album for the popular " You
Don't Me~s Around With Jim."
As a reminder that succes.'!
did not come easy, Croce kept
the Gold Album on the wall of
his home next to a rejection slip
from a major recording company.
From a song about hardfisted fighters ("Bad, Bad
Leroy Brown" ) to a lovely
ballad ("Operator" ), Croce
displayed a unique talent that
he developed while doing construction work and, later, while
touring the New York cof·
feehouse circuit with his wife,
Ingrid.
While attending Villanova
University, Croce taught him-

self to play the guitar and harmonica. Soon after, he began
writing songs about tough
characters, always maintaining
they were based on real people
be had met on construction
crews or driving trucks.
No more will popular music
fans be warned to not pull the
mask off the Lone Ranger. No
longer will they hear of the exploits of "the meanest man in
the whole damn town."
Although the creator of 1\Uch
musical
situations
has

perished, his work will survive.
Radios, records and people who
just like to sing their favorite
song will keep Jim Croce from
being forgotten .
Croce's concert tour was
scheduled to bring him to
Murray State University Nov.
14. The Student Activities
Board is currently negotiating
with the agents of other artists
for the vacatf!d November concert date. A decision and announcement iR expected to be
made sometime next week.

2 p.m. Overseas Mission

8:45 p.m. Sigma Alpha I ota
7:30 p.m. Cleveland Orchestra Pops and Festival ConTUESDAY, OCT. 2
cert&: Program Three-Berstein,
12:30 p.m. Music and the
Gershwin, Menotti, and
Spoken Wor d
Copland
7 p.m. The Age of Telemann
SATURDAY, SEPT. 29
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 3
7:30 p.m. Racer football with
12:30 p.m. Powerline
Morehead State
9 p.m. Washington Debates
10 p.m. Close To You
on the Seventies
SUNDAY, SEPT. 30
1 p.m. Earplay
THURSDAY, OCT. 4
7 p .m . Ford Hall Forum:
12:15 p.m. United Nations
"The Right To Know: The
Press Responsibility,'' Tom Perspective
7 p.m. Festival USA
Wicker, New York columnist

and Tears and Mahavishnu.
Benton, a music education
major from St. Louis, Mo., saw
a need for a jazz program at
Murray and decided to try to
work something out using the
facilities of WKMS-FM.

Louisiana mishap
By KENDALL KING
A81t. Newe Editor

MONDAY, OCT. 1

TODAY

1 p.m. Radio Finland Ser ies

Broadcasting Mon-Sat 10 a.m. to Midnight
Sun: 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Seven Murray State grads
presented CPA certificates
Seven former Murray State
University students successfully
completed the Certified Public
Accountant exam in May.
The following candidates
received their certificateR at the
Awards Banquet in Louisville
at the Convention Center. Sept.
21 : Laverne L. Davi!l, Herschel
D. Guhy, Robert K. Martin,
Murray; Danny S . Duncan,
Bardwell; Bruce W. Gladish,

Lexington; Larry A. Orr,
Mayfield; and Joe D. Watkins,
Benton.
The exam, which lasts two
and one half daya, is given
twice each year in 54 jurisdictions in the United States and
territories. The CPA awards
were presented by ,Joseph P.
Jones, Jr., president of the
State Board of Accountancy.

~****************

*
*

*

Cosmetic Sale
Assorted Max Factor

~

lt

for 1/2 price
Holland Drugs

Pagllal's Pizza
FREE FAST HOT DELIVERY

HUIE'S

S•ndwlohea

510 Main Street
PHONE 763-2975

Flower Shop
I BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS

Match theea number• with the number on your Pagllal'a Menu
dlatrlbuted during reglatratlon to win your frM meal:

Phone 753-3981
Il l

s. 15th

*
**

;*

Eye Make-up

****************
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No. 0714

No. 1237

No. 2547

No. 2596

No. 3701

No. 0926

No. 2436

No. 2549

No. 3622

No. 3811
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BANK OF MURRAY
Three convenient locations
to serve the university

Main

wntown Branch

Cliffords
Phillips 66

University Branch

The Hannon Footbal Forecast
1-NEBRASKA
2-ALABAMA

~KLAHOMA

South 12th St. Hwy 641

Your Complete
Service Station
We Honor Most
Credit Cards
And Give
S& H Green Stamps

4-SOUTHERN CAL.
~ICHIGAN

Saturday, Sept. 29 _ Maj'or Coll-et
w•
Ai r Foree
Alabama
Appeleehian
Arizona State
Anny
Auburn
Bowlin& Green
Clntral Michlpn
Colorado
Columbia
Cornell
Dartmouth
~~

Pickup / Delivery
Phone 753-6919
~ r-"\ Fl RST
~CLASS

IN FORMALWEAR

College
Shop
After Six

6--0KLAHOMA STATE
7-0HIO STATE
J-NOTRE DAME
9--PENN STATE
10-l.S.U.

Duke
East Clrollna
Florida
Georaia Tech
Holy Cross
Houston
Illinois
lowe State
Kansas
Kansas State
Kentucky
Lone BNch
L.S.U.
Marshall
Mal)'land
Massachusetts
Miami, Fla
Miami (Ohio)
Michipn
Mississippi
MiSSOYri
Montana State
Nebraska
New MeKico State
North Carolina State
Northern Illinois
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Oklahoma
OI<Jahome State
oreeon State
Pennsylvania
Penn State
Pittsburgh
Rhode Island
Richmond
Rutprs
Sen Dieao State
S.M.U.
Stanford
TeKas
Texas A & M
Toledo
Tulane
Tulsa
U.C.L.A.
Utah
Utah State
Wuhin&ton
Washin&ton State
William & Mary
wyomina
Yale

22
55
14

40

20
24
21
21
20
27
21
34

U

17
27
26
23
27
26
17

21

28
22
30

21

33
17
26

24

31
23

42
17

28

19
45

21

21
29

31

27
26
49
22

38

39
23
20
14
27

20
27
21
24
20
27

42

20

35
22
28
20
24
28
.t5

27

N- MeKieo
Vanderbilt
Davidson
Colorado State
Clllfomia
Tennessee
Western Mlchlpn
Dayton
Baylor
Bucknell
Col&ate
NHam9shire
~~r

Vir&inie
Furman
Mississippi State
Clemson
Temple
Memphis State
West Vif'&lnia
Arkansas
Minnesota
Tampa
Indiana
North Texas
Rice
Xavier
Villanova
Harvard
Florida State
South carolina
Navy
Southern Mississippi
North Clrolina
Fresno State
Wisconsin
Wichita
Georela
West Tues
Purdue
T.C.U.
Southem C.l
Southem Illinois
Brigham Youna
Lateyettte
lowe
Northwestern
Brown
Wake Forest
Princeton
Kent State
V.P.I.
Sen Jose State
Tens Tech
Boston Colleee
OhiO U
V.M.I.
Cincinnati
Michlpn State
Ore&on
Nevada (Las Vegas)
Syracuse
Idaho
The Citadel
U.T.E.P.
Connecticut

7

o
7

7
16
23

Hem~X~en·Sydney

Hardin&

Lenoir~hyne

University
Book Stor

Livinpton
Louisiana Tech
Mississippi College
Morpn State
Murray
NE MISSOUri
f>fN Louisiana
S F Austin
S1lem
Sam Houston
Samford
Sewanee
SE Louisiana

25
28
20
20
22
21
20

28

24
21
27
17
23
216
216
27

21

21
21

22

22
24
27
27
20
19
21

SW Texas
Tar1eton
lndi1n1 State
Emory & Henry
sw Louisiana
Howard Payne
Austin Peay
Shaw
Savanna!)
Guilford
Fairmont
Bridrawater
Henderson
Newberry
Florence
McNeese
Delta State
No. Carolina central
Morehead
State College
NE Louisiana
Texas A&. I
Concord
Sui Ross
Art<. at Monticello
Millsaps
Nicholls

Tennessee Tech
Trinity
Troy
Washin&ton, Mo.
Washin&ton &. Lee
IWestem Clrolina
Westem Kentucky
Wofford

13

20
14
26
17
0
~

6
8

20
7
23
14
15

6

10
13
13

15
7

13
7

21
•6
20

7
I

12

7
10

19
7
13

13

7

17
0
10

6

6
17
15
1
13

7

10

7
20
17
14

0

10

13
16
13
9
0
6

o
I

Other Games -South and Southwest
Abilene Christian
Angelo State
Arkansas Stete
Catawba
Chettanoop
East TeKIS
Eastem Kentucky
Fayetteville
Fisk
Gardner-Webb
Glenville

11- NO. CAROLINA ST. 16-TEXAS
12-MIAMI
17-KANSAS
1~0WA STATE
1J-TEXAS TECH
14--MISSOURI
lt-ARIZONA STATE
1~U . C. L.A.
20-HOUSTON

20
6

15
7

17
14

17
13
7
7
6

0
20
21

7
22

19
17
10
13

20
23

0

2<t

14
7
16

24
23
17
25

21
21
2.4
21

Martin
TeKas Lutheran
Ouachita
South-stern, Tenn.
Centre
Middle Ten,._
East Tennessee
Presbyterian

10

19

14
20

6
ll
14
20

Other Games- East
Alfred
American lntemat'l
Amherst
Boston U
Bridaaoort
C W Post
Central Connecticut
Clarion
Delaware
Delaware Valley
Dickinson
Franklin & Marshall
Hobert
Indiana U
Ithaca
Kinas Point
Middlebury
Millersville
Moravian
Rochester
Slippery Rock
Southern Connecticut
Tufts
West Chester
Williams
Wo~ster Tech

33
21

24
20
25

24
21
20

21

17

16
32
21
20
20

15
20

19

20
14

22

26
21
21

27
20

R.P.I.
No!Wich
S9rlnlfleld
Vermont
Northeastern
Montclair
Maine
Delaware State
Lehi&h
Muhlenbera
Swllrthmore
Johns Hopkins
Mount Union
NorthwOOd
Corti and
Gettysbura
Wesleyan
Kutztown
Upsala
Hamilton
EdinbOro
Maine M1rltlme
Bates
East Stroudr.bura
Trinity
BoWdoin

0
0
6
17
20
10
13
10

Cese-We~tem

Central Methodist
Colorado Colleee
Defiance
DePauw
Ee~tem Illinois
Eastern Michlpn
Evansville
Franklin
Hastinp
Heidelberg
Hillsdale
Illinois State
Iowa Wesleyan
Keamey
Lanaston
Lincoln
Manchester
Mariettl
Millikin
Missouri Southem
Missouri Valley
Ohio Northom
Omaha
Riller Falls
Shepherd
sw Oklahoma
southwestern, Kansas
Thiel
Valparaiso
Wayne, Mich.
Westem Illinois
William Jewell

20
23
21
29
20
22

35
27

15
33
35
20
23
17

22
23

33
20

21
23
21
20
26
27

2&

30

21

34
17

24
28
28
15
20
17
24
36

Wittenbera
Akron
Adrian
Wartbura
Washln&ton & Jeff' son
Ottawa
Friends
Findley
Olivet
Chieaao Circle
St. Norbert
SE Missouri
Indiana central
Nebraska Wesleyan
Muskineum
Northern Michigan
sw Missouri
Illinois Colleae
Chadron
Central Ol<lehoma
Arkansas Tech
Taylor
Hiram
Carroll
Rolle
Tarkio
Kalemnoo
Washbum
Northland
Baldwin·Wallece
SE Oklahoma
Bethell. ~ Kansas
John \iarrOII
Illinois Wesleyan
Illinois Benedictine
Milwaukee
Collep of Emporia

at the

PALACE
5-Points

6

13
7
7
7
8

15

24 Hour

.,7

W reeker Service

14

19
6

7
0
&
7
14
12

Other Games - Midwest
Ashland
Bell State
Bluffton
Buena Vista

the GANG

17
20
13
7
15
14
13

7
6
0
0

TABERS
BODY

SHOP

10

13

12

21
21

7
7
6

17
14
14
21

o

13
7

7

PHONE

753-3134

See Our
New Gift Shop

7
14

23
I
6
6
16
13
14

1

Other Games- Far West
Boise State
Cal POly (Pomona)
Cal Poly ($.L.O.)
Central Washinaton
Eastern N- MeKieo
Elstem Orecon
Eastern Washington
Hawaii
Montane
Northern Colorado
Northridae
Pacific U
Puget Sound
Sacramento
San Francisco State
Sante Clare
Weber
Whittier
Wlllamette

49
21
36
27
11
23
21
22
24
20
23
14

21
23
20

17
24
27
20

Portland
Los Anaeles
Riverside
Southern Orecon
southern Colorado
Whitman
Westem Washington
Texas Southam
Northern Arizona
Fort Hays
Hayward
Pacific Lutheran
Humboldt
St. Mary's
Cal Lutheran
Davis
Fullerton
Claremont
Lewis & Clark

0
10
0

7

I
6
20
14
14
15
19

7

10
21
10
14

7

6
17

STARKS
Hardware

RACERS

RYAN MILK COMPANY
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Coach Furgerson impressed by Racers' comeback
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Aee&. Sport• Editor

Still tiqling from Munay
State's hair-raising 18-17 last
second win over defending
OVC champ Tennessee Tech,
Racer Coach Bill Furgerson
faces the unusual task ortelling
his squad not to repeat ita actions.
At least until the five-man
Racer coaching staff's hearts
stop thumping at their frantic
pace!
"It just looks like the fine
group of young men that we
have this year are not going to
give up and roll over when
there's any time left a t all on
the scoreboard," Coach Furgerson said.

MSU came from behind to
win when quarterback Tom
Pandolfi fired a 47-yard touchdown bomb to wide receiver
Scotty Crump and then calmly
threw the winning two-point
conversion.
Coach eent play from bench
"I sent that particular play
into the game from the
sidelines since it looked like
Tech was usin1 a defenee which
would allow one of our ends to
be open, which Scotty fortunately was," the Racer coach
commented.
"There was never any
question about us going for the
two points even though we had
tried the exact same thing
against Middle TenneMee last

season and it failed, " he said.
In 1972, freshman quarterback
Mike Hobbie carried the Racers
62 yards in seven plays in less
than a minute and pulled MSU
within a point, 14-13, when he
hit Don Clayton in the zone at
the horn.
The desperation pass for the
win fell beyond tight end Bill
Farrell's reach and the Racers
finished on the short end of the
score.
lmpreaaecl with Clayton
Coach Furgerson was particularly impressed with
tailback Don Clayton, who baa
now racked up 262 yards in the
Racers first two contests (111
againat Western Carolina and
151 from Tech). " He really

showed his speed on#that long
run from scrimmage in the
second period to set up our
field aoal." he said.
"And on defense, Mark Hickman was absolutely great, he
came from midfield, jumped
over two men on the ground,
and stole the ball from Tech
when they were on our doorstep
ready t o s core," Co a ch
Furgerson said, " In addition,
he had 12 tackles and one
assist to lead the team in that
department."
"One thing for certain, I will
encourage all our fans to stay
until our games are completely
over because we don' t have any
quitters on this squad," he
said.

Morehead's two stars
Looking ahead to Morehead
who invades Roy Stewart
Stadium tomorrow, Furgerson
noted the similarities between
the Eagles and the Racers.
"They've got a pair of fme
quarterbacks in All-OVC senior
Dave Schaetzhe and Alex
Brawner who combined efforts
in their 28-22 win over Middle
Tennessee Saturday."
" A tough job for us to do will
be to defend against the 6'1' ',
180 pound senior Schaetzhe
who alternated at directing the
Eagles and threw for 74 yards,
completed three of five, and
(Continued on pace 22)

Murray, Western
keep. clean slates
By MARK HULTMAN
Sporte Editor
Photo by Wileoa Woolley

DON CLAYTON, (21), MSU' s running back,
readies to rip out of the backfield as offensive
guard Mark Norrid (65) paves the way.
Clayton wound up as the game's leading
rusher with 151 yards in 23 carries. The

Racers won the game, 18-17, in the last halfminute when quarterback Tom Pandolfi
hurled a TD strike to end Scotty Crump, and
followed with a succesaful two-point conversion to Jim Engel.

It was a good night for
three of the four Kentucky
teams in the Ohio Valley Conference as league action got underway Saturday night.
Murray State, Western Kentucky, and Morehead State,
along with Eastern Tennessee,

With 18-17 last-second win

•

Racers shock Eagles ln thriller
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Aeat. Sport. Editor

Pandolfi power!
Trailing 17- 10 with 22
second11 to go in the game,
Murray State used a 47 -yard
touchdown bomb and a perfect
two-point conversion pass by
junior quarterback Tom Pandolfi to stun defending OVC
champion Tennessee Tech last
Saturday night.
And the 12,000 Racer fans
who viewed the feat from
sparkling new Roy Stewart
Stadium got their second consecutive outstanding grid clash
in spine-tingling style.
But for the several thousand
who departed when the Golden
Eagles took a 17-10 margin
with 1:07 remaining, the final
18-17 score must have been
overwhelmin1!
Murray got ita hands on the
football after a soccer-style,

barefooted, kicker, Murray
Cunningham, booted a 46-yard
field goal to add three points to
the Tech spread. And ....Pandolfi started firing....completing
a second down paaa to wide
receiver Willie DeLoach for 14
yarde to move the ball from the
MSU 39 to near midf~eld.
Then the junior signalcaller
saw one heave fall incomplete
and had another batted down
by the tough Tech defensive
line. On a third down and 10
situation and everyone in
Stewart Stadium expecting a
pass, Pandolfi was chased from
his pocket to the right aide of
the Polyturf where he unloaded
the bomb to wide receiver
Scotty Crump.
Making the biggest catch of
his career, the 5'8", 180-pound
senior fought off a desperate
Tech defender and stumbled
the last five yards into the end
zone.

Hickm.an is chosen
defensive standout
For the second week, a Murray State football player baa
been chosen as an OVC Player of the Week.
Mark Hickman, a 5'11", 170-pound sophomore defensive
back from Atlanta, Ga., was selected for defensive honors,
while East Tennessee's Greg Stubbs was named top offensive player.
Hickman received the honor for his play a1ainat Tennessee Tech, who the Racers beat, 18-17. He made 12
tackles, had five aaaista, one interception, and knocked down
three paaaea.
Stubbe ran for 123 yards in 19 carries, good for three TO's
as East Tennessee smashed Eastern Kentucky, 38-14.

Caught in a familiar position,
Coach Bill Furaeraon elected to
go for the win inatead of the
almost-certain tie by kicking.
After a suapenseful time-out,
Pandolfi calmly pulled the
trigger to junior running back
Jim Engel who made the catch
behind the goal line for the
seemingly mountainous onepoint spread.
MSU scored the third time it
got the ball in the first canto,
driviq 81 yards in seven plays.
The play which ignited the
march was Pandolfi's first paaa
in the game, which went 19
yarde on the Munay 42 to the
Tech 39. Tailback Don Clayton
then acampered eight yards
downfield before Pandolfi used
the option play to bull his way
in for the touchdown on a
brilliant 31 .Yard run.
Coming back near the end of
the canto, the Golden Eagles

began their own scoring march
on their 46. Halfback Dickie
Fulton, the second leading
Tech rusher with 55 yarde in 17
attempts, ripped off a big 13
yards on a first down play.
Three downs later, Fulton
moved the ball to the MSU 10
where a face,uard penalty
moved Tech even cloeer. On a
keeper play, Golden Eagle
quarterback Mike Ledford went
over with 13:57 to 10 in the
second period and Cunningham's boot knotted the
game 7-7.
After five e:r.cbangea of the
ball, Clayton brought the crowd
to ita feet a1ain when he broke
loose on his own 24 from the

Tech secondary, headed for the
right sideline, and was fmally
dragged down 51 yards downfield. Then Pandolfi fired to
Engel for a 10-yard completion,
before running into trouble and
tossing three incompletion&.
But conversion specialist
Don Wright saved the drive
when he booted a 31 yard field
goal which wobbled over the
goalpost after being forced
when Tech defenders broke
through the line.
Tech took the kickoff trailing
10-7 and marched hom their
own 28 to Murray's 28 where
(Continued on pa1e 22)

opened the OVC season with
victories over Tenneaeee Tech
Austin Peay, Middle Ten~
nesaee, and Eastern Kentucky
respectively.
The Governors could not
dent the Western defense·, aa
they rolled up only 71 yards on
the ground and minus-three
yards through the air.
Morehead State' s Eagles
claimed their fll'St victory of the
season by whipping the visiting
Middle T e nnessee
Blue
Raiders, 28-22. All-OVC wide
receiver Vic Wharton took two
touchdown pa8Be8··a 76-yarder
from Ali-OVC quarterback
Dave Schaetzke and a 33yarder
from
backup
signalcaller Alex Brawner.
Freshman Tony Harria
scored on runa of three yards
and one yard as Morehead
rolled up 421 total yards offensively.
Another quarterback, Alan
Chadwick of East Tennessee,
also had a good night, hittin1
15 of 25 pasaea for 160 yards, as
the Buccaneers whipped the
Easten Kentucky Colonels, 3814, at Johnson City, Tenn.
Eastern's Alfred Thompson,
who had run for 329 yards in
his team's first two games, was
limited to just 55 by East Tennessee.

OVC Standings
Murray State
Western Kentucky
Eastern Kentucky
East Tenneuee
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech

ovc

Overall
W-L-T

W-L·T

2-0-0
2-0-0
2-1-0
1-1-0
1-2-0
1-2-0
1-2-0
0-2-1

1-0-0
1-0·0
0- 1-0
1-0-0
0-1-0
0-1-0
1..0-0
0-1..0

Saturday's Re.uJta
Murray State 18, Tenoe..ee Tech 17
Weetern Kentucky 28. Auetin Peay 0
Morehead State 28, Middle Tenneeeee H
East Tenneeeee 38, Eaetern Kentucky 14
Tomorrow'• Gamea
Morehead State at Murray State
Eaet Tenneuee at Weetern Kentucky
Autin Peay at Eastern Kentucky
Tenneeeee Teeh at UT-Martin
Weetern CaroUna at Middle Tenneaeee
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Volleyball team
starts '73 season
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Aaat. Sport. Editor

ASSAULTERS OF VOLLEYBALLS for
Murray State this year are the members of'the
Women's Volleyball team, runner-up in the
state championship for the past two years.
Team members are: (back row 1-r) Sharon
Board, Terri Bennett, Linda Arnold, Cindy
Leimback. Marianne Malone, Carol Metcalf,

Phenton Karsner and Nancy Lemaster. In
front (1-r) are: Cynthia Madigan, JoAnne Tarbox, Linda Rudolph, Mary Pallo, Glenda
Rudolph, and Ann Curtsinger. Coaches Nan
Ward, David Crockett and Shirley Wilferd
are sitting crosslegged in the foreground with
Jimmy Ward, team manager.

Lady netters face rough schedule
Perfection is rare in sports,
but Murray State's women's
tennis U>am overcame odds last
season to go undefeated,
posting a 9-0 record.
That was last year, though,
and Murrav State tennis coach
Nita Graham feels that chances
of another undefeated sea!!on
are slim.
"The University of Kentucky
and Eastern Kentucky Univer-

sity have very strong teams this
year.'· Aaid Coach Graham.
That combined with the fact
that two of last year's starters,
Elsa Cohen and Jackie Gobt,
have graduated will dampen
the Racers cause.
Four veterans of last year's
squad are back--Lois Holmes,
junior; Patsy Beauchamp,
junior; Janie Ross, junior, and

Jill Meehan, junior. Filling out
the rest of the team are Beverly
Thurman, junior; Cindy Edwards, sophomore, and Judy
Shirell, freshman.

The team'!! next match will
be at Eastern Kentucky Univer·
sity on Sept. 28-29. They will

play the University of Kentucky, Indiana University, and
Eastern.

What comes swishing over a
net nearly six feet tall, gets
slapped around twice, and then
is pounded downward at a fantastic rare of speed?
A volleyball being mistreared
by the Murray State women's
volleyball U>am, runner-up in
the state championships for the
past two years, that's what!
Coaches Nan K. Ward and
Shirley Wilfred have 14 girls
out for this years squad which
will play all of its home matches in the University School
gym.
"Although inexperienced, the
hustle and dedication of this
year's squad should give us
another good season," Coach
Ward said.
Three returning seniors who
will lead the Racers are:
Sharon Board, Princeton;
Clara P. Karsener, Frankfort;
and Mary Pallo, Flat River,
Mo.
MSU opened its season today
with a round-robin tournament
which will continue through
Saturday with reams from the
University of Louisville,
Mississippi State College for
Women, Middle Tennessee,
and the University of Kentucky.
Other squad members include: Linda Arnold, Murray
junior: JoAnne Tarbox, Commack, N.Y. junior; Ann Curtsinger, Louisville !>Ophomore;
Nancy Lemaster, New Carlise,
Ohio sophomore.
Marianne
B.
Malone,

Ashland, Ohio, sophomore;
Glenda Rudolph, Paducah
sophomore; Linda Rudolph,
Paducah sophomore; Terry
Bennett, Flatwoods freshman;
Cindy Leimbach, Ashland
freshman;
and Cynthia
Madigan, Springfield, Ill. freshman.

Women netter s
down Western,
posts first win
Murray State's women's tennis team picked up its first vic·
tory of the season Saturday by
defeating Western Kentucky
University, 6-3.
Victories for the Racers in·
eluded number one singles Lois
Holmes winning 6-2, 7-6; number three singles Janie Ross,
winning 6-7, 6-0, 7-6, and number five singles Beverly Thurman, 6-3, 5-7, 6-3.
Murray swept the doubles
competition with the teams of
Holmes-Beauchamp,
RossThurman, and EdwardaShirrell all winning in two sets.
The teams' next match will
be at Easrern Kentucky University on Sept. 28-29.
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Murray upends TenTL Tech
(Continued trom page 20)

An article in the September issue of lnaid e Kentucky
Sports has enhanced reports that Western Kentucky and
Eastern Kentucky Universities would leave the Ohio Valley
Conference to join a new conference which would include
several other major colleges.
According to David Reed, IKS executive editor, the
proposed conference would include Louisville, Eastern,
Western, Memphis State, Cincinnati, Dayton, and Marshall.
Louisville and Memphis State are presently members of
the Missouri Valley Conference, while Cincinnati, Dayton,
and Marshall are independent universities.
Reed concentrates on the advantages that Western and
Eastern would receive by the formation of the new league.
He suggests that the two schools "could continue their
natural rivalries with Morehead and Murray" (the other
two Kentucky colleges in the OVC); that they could "develop
new ones (rivalries) with Louisville"; that they could receive
"greater publicity since the league would cover four states
instead of just two as in the OVC."
He also stresses that, "Louisville would no longer have to
make long trips necessary to compete in the MVC," and that
"all the teams involved are close enough to a llow for greater
fan support, even at away games."
Reed and his magazine express their approval of the idea,
and certainly, there can be no argument with his views and
opinions--if the propOllal comes about.
Upon publication of the magazine's editorial, Reed reportedly received much criticism concerninc the article.
Paducah newscaster Bob Swisher, of WPSD-TV, reported
that phone calls to athletic officials at Western and Eastern
produced strong denials that any such plan had ever been
discussed with Reed. Likewise, with school officials at Marshall.
Whether Reed has stumbled onto actual facts which
would substantiate his report or whether the proposa l has
really been d iscuesed by anyone concerned, remains to be
seen.
If these prop08als do become a reality, just where would
that leave Murray State and the other five OVC universities.
Out in the cold, that's where.
I must concur with Reed's opinion that it would be
questionable if the OVC could survive withou t Western and
Eastern.
.
But, if for nothing else, the fact that the conference would
be irreparably damaged might act as a deterrent to
Western's and Eastern's exit.
This view was taken from standing on the Murray-andother-OVC-schools' side of the fence. From the WesternEastern side, such a possibility might appear to be a great
bonus to the future of their respective athletic programs.
And, it must also be considered that the traditional
rivalries among the schools involved would be also
damaged.
The Racers and Hilltoppers of WKU have built up a
rivalry that has become one of the greatest in the league.
The two schools first met in 1931, and every time, the institutions meet, whether it be in Bowling Green or Murray,
the stadiums are usually filled to capacity.

Racer safety Mark Hickman
alertly picked off a Ledford
pass on the MSU five-yard line
to spoil the drive just before the
halftime buzzer.

a nd one assist. Cor nerback
Paul Colt harp was seconQ in

MSU effor ta with six tackles
and two aesista.

Disaster struck the Racers,
who led all the vital first half
statistica, with 13:38 to go in
the third period when a signal
mix-up resulted in Pandolfi's
third down pass being intercepted by Tech on the MSU
11. Ledford called two straight
running plays to advance the
ball to the Racer two before he
edged acrosa the goal line with
11:32 remaining to give the
Golden Eagles their first advan tage. Following Cunningham's boot it was 14-10
IT.
And then after Tech added a
field goal, Pandolfi d id his
thing!
Although the Golden Eagles
controlled the football 75 plays
to MSU's 63, the Racers had a
whopping 400-264 margin in
total offensive yar dage. Pandolfi connected on 11 of 23
passes, suffered one intercept ion, and threw the winning
touchdown-conversion
heave for a good 48 per cent
average. Ledford only managed
an ice-cold three of 17 and lost
two interceptioDB for a sub-par
17 per cent completion average.
Clayton was the leading
rusher for the game with 151
yard11 gained in 23 carries,
while · Pandolfi followed for
MSU with 68 yards in nine
trips. Crump turned in the best
pass receiving efforts for
Murray with 83 big yards
gained with four grabs.
Hickman turned in the best
defensive game of his career
with a key interception prior to
halftime, 12 individual tackles,

Jim

Engel picks up yardage

Racer coach sent in
lnst-ditch pass play
(Con tinued from page 20)
had one touchdown just in a
brief time," Furgerson said.
He's about the quickest quarterback we've faced all season.
He'll scramble if you rush him
and he'll throw the bomb jf you
don't apply pressure," he ad·
ded.
Morehead was picked with
Middle Tennessee in second
place behind Western Kentucky
to capture the OVC crown this

season, but the Eagles settled
that
issue
last
week .
Everything points towards a
traditional struggle between
the two inner-state schools this
weekend with Murray's 2-0-0,
1·0·0 OVC slate, outshining
MSU's 1-2-0, 1-0-0 OVC mark.
Murray fell 27-24 last year at
Morehead with the game's outcome shadowed by a controversial out-of-bounds call
which took away a Racer
touchdown.

On a hypothetical thesis, if the Hilltoppers and Colonels
did indeed leave the OVC, then their annual battles with the
Racers might still be held on a non-conference encounters.
But it is doubtful that the aura which draws fans from all
over West Kentucky would ever be the same.
The attendance at the new Roy Stewart Stadium would
suffer because the fans might face reluctance to see a game
which would not mean as much as in the past.
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Campus softball adds
freshman girb' league

Softball play
close; three
tied for lead

A girls' league has been added to this year's freshman intramural softball program.
"The purpose of the int r amural progr am is to
acqua int as many freshmen
with each other as possible,"
Raid Eddie Hunt, supervisor of
men's residence halls. "Last
year, the softball program W8!1
designed entirely for boy~>. This
year we have included a girls
division.'' he added.
There are eight teams for the
men from Richmond and
Franklin Hall. Each of the
teams will play seven games,
one against each team in the
league. The team with the best
overall record from each dormitory will be in the champiom;hip game.

Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi
Kappa Alpha, and Sigma Chi
;emain
tied
for
first
place in the fraternity division
of men's intramural softball .
Both teams have rec6rds of
three wins with no setbackS.
Mob leads the independent
league with a record of 4-0.
Jesus is I..ord and the Shady
Oak Bombers are tied in second
place each with 4-1 marks.
Independent League
Mob
4-0
Jesus is Lord
4- 1
Shady Oak Bombers
4-l
Purple Flash
2-2
Alpha Kappa Psi
l-3
BSU I
0-4
Gret>n Wcenie
0-4
Frater nity J.eaguc
Sigma Chi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha
Delta Sigma Epsilon
Sigma Phi Ep!-!ilon
Kappa Alpha
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Sigma Pl
Alpha Tnu Omega
Sigma Nu
Alpha Gamma Rho

Mens League
Richmond
Franklin
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond

3·0

3-0
3-0
2-1
2-1
2-2

1-2

Photo by Wilaon Woolley

1-2

0-2
0-3
0-3

DON WRIGHT, a native of Owelph, Ontario, was di11covered by
the Murray footba ll coaching staff in u gym class, and was
made the team's No. 1 place kicker for the 1973 season.

3-0

2
7

3-1

1

2-1
2-2

3
4

2·2

Fr~lin

6

2-2

Franklin
Franklin

5

1-3
0-4

8

Womens Le!lgue
4-1
2-2

Springer 10
Springer 9
Springer 11

0·3

Kicker is discovered in gym class

•
New talent found In
Don Wright
By STEVE HALE
Special Writer

Before coming to Murray
State University, Don Wright of
Gwelph, Ontario, had kicked
only one field goal in his
athletic career and thought he
was through with football.
Now, he finds himselfthe No.
1 place kicker on the Racer
squad.
During a gym class one afternoon, Wright decided to test
his kicking ability. Placing the
ball on the 40-yard line, he
casually stepped back and
booted the pigskin through the
up-rights. One of the coaches,
hardly believing what he had
seen, ran out to tell him that he
had just kicked a 50-yard field
goal. Wright tried to correct
him by saying that the ba II was
only on the 40·yard line. The
coach informed him that the
goa l posts were 10-yards
behind the goal line.
He was issued practice equip·
ment the next day.

WANTED:

Young women with 11n urge to go
places and learn things. The Air
~'or<'e offers good pay, great job
training, and the beRt (·hance to
make it on your own. for more
information ~ce Sgt. Klrt'man
l<x:ated in the Student Union
Bldg each Wednesday from
10:00 A.M. until 2:00 P.M. or
you may reach him by calling
442· 2426 (COLLECT! in
Paducah .
l:SAF RF.<' RI CJTI NG Ofl'l('l:

Assistant footba ll coach
Jerry Stripling says, "I could
tell right off that Don had
tremendous potential and a
strong leg. In fact, he kicked
more this summer than anyone
I've ever heard of. He kicked
500 field goals a week."
Wright is more familiar with
the Canadian rules t han those
of Amer ican football . For
example, in a practice Ression,
he was placed at defensive
safety and given instructions to
cover the tailback. " I didn't
know which one was the
tailback," Wrigh t said.
Unselfishly, the 6' 1", 200·
pound athlete says, "I realize
that I'm only a part of the team
effort. I get excited just watching the team move the ball,
especially when it gets inside
the 30-yard line. I had much
rather kick an extra point than
a field goal, but if I missed on
either one, I would have let my
teammates down."

Coach Stripling agrees that
Wright is one of the most en·
thusiastic players on the team.
"He's also one of the most
fierce competitors on our
squad," Stripling said. "By
worki ng on his kicking so
much, Don can now kick the
ball in 1.3 seconds after it's
~>napped fr om t he center.
That's equal with the pros."
His Centennial High School
team had an 8-2 record one
year a nd a ltough Wright was
captain a nd 'Most Valuable
Player' he claims that when he
became a Chr istian on the football field, it was the highlight
of his career and life. " In the
middle of a play, I was stretched out on the fi eld and my
face was buried in the dirt.
Everyone thought [ was h urt,"
Wright said. " I was only
praying t h at Christ would
forgive me of my sins and come
into my heart. He's literally
changed my life."

*~~~*****************
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Games are played behind
Springer H~tll Monday thru
Thursday beginning at 3:30
p.m.

Alpha Gams,
BSU holding
lead positions
Alpha
Gamma
Delta
retained its lead in the soror.itv
division, while BSU I moved
into first plaoe in the independent division in the
women's intramural !loftball
league.
Alpha Gamma Delta has a
record of 2-0. Kappa Delta and
Alpha Omicron Pi are tied for
second place with 1- 1 records
and Sigma Sigma Sigma, Alpha
Sigma Alpha and Alpha Delta
Pi all remain winless.
In the independent diviflion,
HSU 1 has a 2-1 mark. Pooh's
Gang holds second place with
one win and no setback. Tied
for third are BSU II and
Avanti with l·l records while
Ashton B. Raisor and Mac'!>
MonkeY!-! Pack have one win
and two losses. The Dames
Club is 0·1 on the sea!lon.
Sor ority Divisio n
Alpha Gamma Delta
Kappa Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Delta Pi

medalist in the Canadian
National Track Meet and while
attending the UniverRity of
Indepe ndent Division
Gwelph. he set a record by
heaving the javelin in 196 feet . BSU 1
Pooh's Gang
The old record was 148 feet.
BSU II
Wright was a participant on Avanti
Centennial High's bockey team Ashton B. Raisor
and also a starter on its all-star Mac's Monkeys
basketbal1 team.
Dames Club

2-0
1·1
l-1
0·1
0-1
0-0

2- 1
1·0
1-1
1-1
1-2
1-2
0· 1

Nylon Windbreaker Jackets
Assorted Colors

Lined & Unlined
with Sewn-on Fraternity Letters

Warm-up Suits & Sweat Suits
Sweat Pants
Sweat Shirts
Hooded Sweat Shirts
Wide Range of Colors

leather Footballs
by Spalding--MacGregor--Rawlings

MEN ' S CLOTHING

f4fttury lh&li.J1nl

A sophomore, Wright also
throws the javelin for Murray's
track team. In high school, he
was a si lver and bronze

T he women's division is composed of t hree teams from
Springer Hall. These teams will
play each other three times
each to decide a league champion.

Fashion excitement
with an attitude of

First Aid Supplies

*
*

*

*
*

Bike
Cramer
Tape
A ce Bandages
Sprays--Finn Grip, Tuf-Skin
Atomic Balm, Red Hot Ointment
First Aid Kits

Parker-McKenney Athletic Supply

refined good taste
" For All Your Athletic Needs"
Just off Campus on Chestnut
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MSU netmen take
two Sikeston wins
Ignoring the insult Billy Jean
King recently handed Bobby
Riggs and the male tennis
world, four members of the
MSU tennis team journeyed to
an invitational match in
Sikeston, Mo. and brought
home two titles.
"It wasn't anything official
for the school other than some

MSU harriers
will meet SIU
Murray State's cross country
squad travels to Arkansas
State University at Jone11boro
today, and then returns home
for a meet with Southern
filinois University at Carbondale Tuesday afternoon.
According to Coach Bill Cornell, Arkansas Stat~ is "expected to have a good team and
is always tough on its home
course."
SIU invades Murray for a
four-mile meet at the MurrayCallaway County Country
Club. The meet is one of only
two home meets for MSU this
year.
The Racers traveled to Carbondale last season, only to
suffer one of the worst defeats
in the school's history with
MSU fini11hing only one man
ahead of the home team's fifth
man.
Running for Murray in both
meets will be Sam Torres,
Gordy Benfield, Rod Harvey,
Don Wilcox, Brad Finsetb,
Stan Thompson, Dennis Mabbitt, Clint Strohmeier, Dennis
Sturt, and John Balbach.

players on the team decided
they'd like to enter," Coach
Bennie Purcell said.
In open singles, Juha Niittyvirta captured the title in
straight sets over teammate Del
Purcell, 6-0, 6-4.
An
inter-team
battle
developed in the open doubles
when Niittyvirta and Eddie
Hunt, MSU men'!l dorm director, combined to down Del and
Mel Purcell.
The brothers took the first
match of the series 6-2, but
dropped the second by the same
score. In the final encounter,
the Purcells led 5-l, but fell 7-5
to a huge rally by Hunt and
Niittyvirta.

MEMBERS OF THE Murray State cross
country squad ran through a practice l'le88ion
at the Murray City Park recently, in
preparation :for the Owensboro Invitational

Coach Purcell, who met
Henry Baughman two weeks
ago in the Kentucky Hardcourts
Invitational
was
defeated by the Western Kentucky professor, 6-0, 6-0 in the
championships of the 35-over
By MARK BAUMAN
mens singles.
"We played about like we exSam Torres and Gordy Benpected to," Coach Purcell com- field finished near the top of
mented, "and it's still too early the Owensboro to lead Murray
to tell what we'll have this State's cross country team to a
year, but the boys who par- second-place finish in the eightticipated got some good ex- team meet Saturday.
perience."
·
Western Kentucky finished
"I really can't say much
first
in the team standings
about the Riggs-King match except that Bob obviously was while Eastern Kentucky took
never in it," Coach Purcell third, giving the Ohio Valley
replied when asked about the Conference a 1-2·3 finish in the
now-famous "Battle of the meet.
Sexes".
The OVC had three of the
"Mrs. King completely eight teams in the meet with
dominated the thing and he members
from
Murray,
just couldn't get anything star- Western, and Eastern capted," he added.
turing nine out of the top 10

last weekend. The Racers took 11econd place
behind Western Kentucky in the eight-team
meet.

Murray's cross country team
finishes second at Owensboro

7

posi tiona and 13 of 14
positions.
Last season, the OVC placed
four members on the All·
American cr088 team.
In winning the meet, Western
placed its top five runners in
ftrSt, third, fourth, 11th, and
14th, while MSU's first five
finiRhers were in second, fifth,
eighth, 12th, and 18th. Thirdplace Eastern placed men in
sixth, ninth, lOth, 13th, and
16th.
Nick Rose of Western was
the individual winner with a
clocking of 19: L7 for the fourmile course, and Torres was
next with a time of 19:48.
Benfield finished fifth behind

D ays

a

W eek

8

a.m.

til

Prices

good

a pair of Hilltoppers runners
with a time of 20:39.
Rod Harvey finished eighth
for the Racers with a clocking
of 20:49, which was only 10
seconds behind fifth place.
Don Wilcox ran the course in
21:06 to place 12th, while Brad
Finseth finished 18th with a
time of 21:30.
Stan Thompson ran 26th in
the meet with a time of 21 :59,
and Clint Strohmeier was 34th
with a time of 22:39.
Dennis Sturt was 39th with a
clocking of 23:00, and in 46th
place was John Balbach, who
ran the course in 23:35.

p.m.
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PURE VEGETABLE

CRISCO

COKES
18¢

EA

Food Giant

3LB.CAN
plus

G R ADE A LARGE

EGGS
DOZEN

78¢

TREASURE
CHEST
This

ROLLS

$1.00

LAST WEEK 'S $100 WINNER
M.P. J ONES
Murray
BE SU RE T O REGIST ER
Yo u do not have to be present to w in .

SCHOOL DAY

GREEN
5

$100

WIN

TOWELS

3

88¢

Limit 1 with $7.50 add. p u r.
Excludin Tob. & Dairy Produces

week
KLEENEX

CUTUP

~~~~~1.00

WHITE

POTATOES
lb. bag
69¢

10

FRYERS
FAMILY PACK

38¢

lb.

Pattie Mix
Ground Beef

FAMILY PACK

78¢

lb.

FRIED CHICK EN
SNACK 2 pc. chicken
BOX
I roll
2 pot. logs
W HOLE
9 pc. GIICKEN
CHICKEN

79~
$2.69

FRESH CHICK EN

BREAST
69¢

lb.

